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United Press International

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May 8, 1968
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Honor Roll Guitar-Solois
Benefit Record Number Of Persons
For
Appear
For Calloway Mentally Retarded Charged and Fined In Court
Is Released

Bunyan Webb, a renowned
American • guitar soloist, will
appear in concert at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. May 11, at South MarA record number of persons ed to reckless driving, fined
shall High School.
were charged, entered pleas of $100.00 costs $4.50.
Sy RAYMOND LAHR
The program is one of a guilty, and were fined in the
The honor roll for the fifth
L. G. Hutson, reckless drivINDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI)—
six weeks of school at Calloway number being sponsored by City Court of City Judge Wil- ing, fined $50.00 costs $4.50.
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy coat
County High School has been Marshall County students to liam H. (Jake) Dunn this week.
E. W. Stevens. DWI, amendout of the Indiana primary te
released by Howard Crittenden, raise funds for the mentally Records show the following oc- ed to reckless driving, fined
day with ballot proof that be
Principal. Students on the hon- retarded in Marshall County. curred:
$100.00 costs $4.50.
is a fast running candidate fee
Opening the program will be
or roll have made all A's and;
W. E. Travis, public drunk
0. L. Chumbler, improper rethe Democratic presidential noor B's for this six weeks. An • Marshall County classic guitar gistration. fined $10.00 costs enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
mination, but aware he most
ensemble and all-county choir. $4.50.
.denotes all A's.
J. D. Thresher, public drunktravel farther and faster t•
Vaden
Freshman_
Adams, Students, from Benton, North
drunken- enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50
public
Cole,
Noel
winner.
a
himself
prove
Marshall, ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
South
Barbara Brittain•, Kevin Coop- Marshall.
H. T. Allen, public drunkenBy polling roughly 42 par
er, David Coursey, Jill Craig, Sharpe. Gilbertsville, BriensCradis Colson, public drunk- ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Tuesday's
in
vote
the
of
cent
burg. Hardin and Brewers will enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Harris,
Rickey
Emerson,
Jimmy
P. E. Butterworth II, DWI,
Hoosier presidential primary.
Danny Herndon, Patsy Hopk- participate.
I.. E. Knight, public drunk- amended to public drunkenness.
Kennedy and his seasoned cue
throughhas
Webb
performed
JonBonita
Hughes,
Janie
ins,
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. fined $100.00 costs $4.50.
paign team scored a clear bet
es, Mike Kline, Cathy Maddox, out the United States and in
T. C. Lacy, DWI, amended to
Max Parker, speeding, amendnot overwhelming victory. HO
conthe
on
Japan
and
Europe
McJohn
David Norsworthy,
ed to breach of peace, fined reckless driving, fined $100.00
defeated favorite son Gov. Rogtelevision
and
radio
stage,
cert
Donald
Mount,
Neely, Daniel
costs $4.50.
$10.00 costs $4.50.
ert D Branigin, running secPeal; Denecia Ramsey, Pete Ro- during the past 12 years.
G. B. Stangland, public drunG. W. Powers, DWI, amended
ond, and Sen. Eugene J. Mcclashis
of
most
He
received
Ann
ney, Jackie! Ross, Phyllis
to reckless driving. fined $100.- kenness, fined $15.00 costs
Carthy. who finished a does
Europe,
in
training
sical
guitar
Judy
Turner; Eva Williams,
00 costs $4.50.
third
studying in Spain, England,
Winchester
In soil judging. From left are Phillip Beseer,
W. E. Bach, DWI, amended
G. F. Carling, public drunkDISTRICT CHAMPIONS — Four snidest'
The primary drew a record
Italy.
and
France
Patand
Sophomores: Kay Barnett,
driving, fined
reckless
Danny Galloway, Cary Letterman
enness, fined $15.00 costs $450. to
representing the FFA from Calloway County
turnout from both parties, even
he
t
marking
ceremonies
In
Ruth Ann Barrow, Janice BranJ. M. Gorman. DWI, amend- $100.00 costs $4.50.
rick Taylor.
though Richard M. Nixon was
High School won the district championship
birth
the
of
anniversary
200th
don, Jackie Budzko, Danny
11 N. Crecelius, public drunkall alone on the Republican
Chapman, Gloria Childress, Max of Andrew Jackson, Webb was
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
ballot. He had the state's 26
President
for
play
to
invited
Cleaver, Cynthia Cooper, Dean•
B. J. Emerson, DWI, amendnational convention votes in his
na Cooper, Gary Crutchfield, and Mrs. Lyndan Johnson at
ed to reckless driving, fined
pocket before the first vote was
HermitThe
home,
Jackson's
Carol Darnell, Mary Duncan,
$100.00 costs $4.50.
cast and wound up easily break,
_
Fulkerwri, Wanda Gar- age.
y
Dwane
Adults
E. C. Trenholm, public druning his own record — the 408,of
member
a
is
now
Webb
a
rett. Debra Hall, Carolyn Hou11
96
kenness, fined $15.00 costs
Census — Nursery
408 votes he won in the 1960
Carolina
North
of
faculty
ston•. Jeanne Jarrett, Lawanda the
Admissions, May 4, 1168
$4.50.
Indiana primary.
Jones, Glenda Kelly, Linda Lee, State University at Raleigh as
A. J Williams, public drunkHardin Morris, 1517 Cardinal
McCarthy Hurt
Amerof
Farmers
Future
ence.
The
Kathy Lovett, Ann Mathis, Deb-irtist-in-resid
enness. fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Drive, Murray; Mrs. Velma
McCarthy was hurt, but not
Calfrom
team
were
are
s
judging
the
program
for
championship
soil
Tickets
ica
Ten area
bie Mathis, Ronnie Melvin, EliCarl Ray, public drunkenness,
fatally, in Indiana. He drew a- won by members of the Cabo- Swift, Route 1, Alm°, Mrs Mil- loway County High School is
zabeth Nance. Diane Pittman, on sale at Chuck's Music Cengirl, Rt.
fiend $15.00 costs $430.
bout 28 per cent of the Demo- way County 4-H Club at the dred Lynch and baby
winner
place
Murray,
first
Street,
district
Main
West
Betsy Riley, Dwaine Rogers, ter,
303 the
W. D. Bailey, throwing beer
Leslie McGough, brother of
cratic vote, higher than pub- Junior Achievement meeting 1, Benton; Arthur Kinel,
in a soil judging contest held Barb
Rose, SharonUnder- and also will be available at Mrs. J. R. (Alpha) McNutt of cans on parking lot, fined $10.lished polls had indicated. held Saturday. May 4, at May- Pine Murray; Master Kevin on Leonard Grief farm on the wood',
.
Stubblefield, the *or.
Kathy
Coots, Route 2, Green Acres
1618 West Olive Street, Mur- 00 costs $4_50.
Branigin's share of the vote ran field
Contest Road, Paducah.
Terry: 4 Stubblefield', Carolyn
S. D Bell, reckless driving,
Drive, Murray; Rudy Bailey,
was fatally injured in an
ray,
around 30 per cent.
15
from
students
folas
are
Fifty-eight
The champions
Venable, Vicki Windsor, SharRoute 1, Murray: Mrs. Mabel
Cedar Bluff near amended to, breach of peace,
at
accident
With 97 per cent of the De- lows:
the
in
part
took
high schools
,in Wyatt.
Orr, Route 1, Puryear, Tenn.:
Princeton on Tuesday at ten fined $1000 costs $4.50
mocrtic vote counted — 4,308
contest.
Janey Kelso, dog and horse
Juniors: Rita Chaney, Yvonne
am.
(Continued on Page Two)
of 4,461 precincts — Kennedy, project, Steve McCuastan, elect- Ermon Collie, Route 2, Murafannual
an
is
The contest
Brooks, Vicki Hopkins, Joe MilReports that McGough, age
had 311.824 votes or 42 per cent ric project; Robert Brelaford, ray; Joe Hal Starks, 14th and fair. The soil judging contest er,
(AllALA.
PenMcCLELLAN,
Anita
Fr
Palmer,
Aileen
Fite,
Sue
Mrs.
Branigin 227,758 votes or 31, entomology, Karen Alexander, Poplar, Murray;
the dergrass, Melissa Treas'. Nancy TNC) — Army Private Kenny 62, was killed while working in
III, is a method of teaching
the spar mines at Cedar Bluff
per cent, and McCarthy 200,838; foods and home management; Route 2, Wingo, Bill Nall
identification of soils, cap- V.i(hams'.
boys
J. Oliver, 20, son of Mr and
Mn.
Murray;
pilWalnut,
where he had been employed
votes or TT per cent. Nixon
forestry; 1706
proper use and treatJarrett,
Kirkability,
2,
Ray
Route
Drena
Oliver,
Jimmy
Max
Allen,
Mrs.
Nancy
Seniors:
Ca1,
Route
years. He was planned up 498,104 votes out of 4,- James Jarrett, strawberries; Pauline Carrigan,
ment.
nine weeks for thirty
Jerry
completed
sey,
Ky.
Brandon.
Rita
Bazzell,
5,
Route
Howard,
diz; Harris
301 precincts.
the score card Mac Burkeen', Pamela Duncan, of advanced infantry training ing to retire soon
Includedon
swine and woodPuckett,
Kim
908
Dennis,
L.
McGough was on a scaffold,
Kennedy got the conquering work, Lafthea Miller, home Morganfield; C.
on identification is such items Sheila Garrison, Cathy Harris, April -27- at Ft. McClellan, Ala.
South 18th Street, Murray; Mrs
operating a loading chute out
hero's treatment McCarthy has economics record book.
of erosion, or- Suzette Johnson, Janice Chapamount
slope,
as
simulates
which
course,
The
Crt.,
Trl.
Gae Fritz, Shady Oaks
when a truck
en)oyed from his campaign
ganic matter, depth of root man, Peggy Orr. Rosemary Vietnam conditions, includes of a rock crusher
Blue ribbon winners were
hit the scaffold knocking him
workers They were jammed'Carolyn Scott, clothing, Steve Murray; Mrs. Norma Robertson, tone On treatment such things
as
Louella
subjects
in
such
Smith,
training
Gail
Redden,
NoMr*.
reports
hip to thigh into the Cole Per- McCuiston, dairy; LaRhe.s Mil- 1706 Miller, Murray;
as grass waterway. diversion- Taylor.'Yvetty Watson, Patricia land navigation, communicat- off, according to
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
ter Room of the Sheraton-Lia-.ler. health, James Jarrett, gar- rem Tucker, No, 13th Street, channel, terracing, contour and Wilson, Jenna Winchester, Lar- ions, patrolling, guerrilla and
10
Barati,
Murray; Mrs. Susan
Dolly Henson McGough; two
WASHINGTON — A delegacolts Hotel and shouting "Int* den.
. farming are included.
survival techniques plus qualiry Wyatt.
Orchard Heights. Murray, Mrs.
sons, Gordon Denny McGough, tion of Land-Between -the-Lakes
It to -ern Hobbs "
teacher and members of
were
The
weapons.
winners
ribbon
with
infantry:
Red
fication
Ave..
Farris
Princeton, and Carmel Astor residents from West Kentucky
"This was a vote for a change Robert Brelsford, beef, Libby Med& Jackson, 1308
Calloway County High School
Murray: Mrs. Shirley Denton,
Navy; made a last-ditch attempt yesMcGough, with U.S
in the United States," Kennedy Sims, photography.
were Carmon Parks.
attending
Master
518 Whitnell, Murray,
three daughters, Miss Myrtle terday to stop the TVA recreatold them. "I might at the moPhillip BanLetterman,
Kerry
John Mark Dillon, Dexter.
McGough. ,Tupelo, Miss., Mrs. tion project that is driving
ment be the personification of ,
ner, Danny Galloway, and PatOismissak
Vivian Nell Walker, Benton, them from their homes.
that change"
Taylor;
rick
baby
Mrs. Anna Hale and
and Mrs. Linda Mae Alexander, The protest spokesmen told
McCarthy also got squeals ,if
in conductassisting
Others
The Calloway County Genea- Chicago, Ill., a brother Wit- a congressional hearing that ongirl, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Ka- ing the contest were Maurice
delight from his "children's crulogical Society will have a 'um liam McGough, Newport News, ly about 100 families remain in
thy Orr and baby boy, Shady Humphrey. soil scientist; Frank
sade" faithful when he appearMrs.
cheon at noon at the Holiday Va , and three sisters, Mrs. Al- the area between Lake Barkley
ed before them at the half-! Seven women and two DM Oaks Trl. Crt., Murray;
Anderson, soil scientist, a n d
Inn on Monday. May 13.
citizens Marion Palumbo and baby girl, James 0. Burkeen. soil consernaturalized
vin Stevenson, Princeton, Mrs. and Kentucky Lake, but they
abasdoned Claypool Hotel a-1 became
Charles F Hinds, head lib Ross Ramey, Eddyville, and are still holding out. The Tencross the street After all. Me- - Monday in the U.S. District 1702 Farmer Avenue, Murray; vationist, Soil
Conservation
rarian at Murray State Univer- Mrs. M. J. R. McNutt, Murray. nessee Valley Authority is deHenry T Lovins, New Concord; Service.
Carthy had said he was willing Court at Paducah.
sity since 1967, will be the
By GLEN CARPENTER
Funeral arrangements are in- veloping the area as a recreaThey are Mrs. Marjorie Irene Paul K. Rogers, 811 North 18th
to settle for 25 per cent of the
team will reCalloway
The
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — guest speaker Hinds will speak complete pending the arrival of
Gravellne (Canada); Mrs. Fans- Street, Murray; Mrs. Bertha present this district in the state
vote and was getting more.
(Continued on Page Two)
This rather conservative town on the "Genealogical Records one of his sons in the Armed
tine Wyatt, Murray (Mexico); Brown. 109 South 12th Street, contest to be held this fall.
usually only goes crazy once a That Are Available in the Jack- Services The Morgan Funeral
Mrs. L. Winter Taylor, rt. Murray; Mrs. Dora Vaughn,
year, and that's when the Ken- son Purchase"
Home of Princeton is in charge
Campbell (Denmark); Mrs. Kl- 1822 Miller. Murray; Mrs. LilHinds is a graduate of the of arrangements.
tucky Derby is run. But Tuesein Davis, Ft. Campbell (Ger- lian Smith, 1308 Olive Street,
day it was Saturday again, ex- University of Kentucky a n d
many); Mrs. Ottalie Cook, Ft. Murray; Robert Harrison, Rt
was director of the Kentucky
cept with a different ending.
Mrs. 1, Hardin; Herbert Brinn, SOO
(Germany);
Campbell
Historical Society, Frankfort.
Christa Barneson, Ft Campbell Waldrop, Murray; Master JanMe
For the second year the MurSaturday was the day Danc- 1956-59. He was field represen(Germany', Mrs. Herta Harden, M Almand, 1215 College as.,
ray High School Parent-Teacher
the Derby and tative for the UK Genealogical
Hopkinsville (Germany', James Murray.
Association will have a family
Funeral services for W. Her- er's Image won
was the day Forward Group 1959-60 and was state
pot-luck as the final meeting of
bert Perry of 518 Broad Street Tuesday
A two car collision occurred B. trent, Paducah (India) and
Pass won it.
archivist of Kentucky from
the year.
were held today at 2:30 p.m.
DOROTHY CIRCLE
Tuesday morning about 8:50 at Roberto Chiarello, Ft. Campbell
After the announcement by 1960-67.
The occasion this year will
The Dorothy Circle of the at the chapel of the J. H. Churthe Intersection of U.S. High- (Italy).
All members are urged to atThe oath was administered First Baptist Church WMS will chill Funeral Home with Dr. Churchill Downs officials that
be Thursday evening at 630
way 641 South and Midway, acPeter Fuller's colt had been tend.
o'clock in Austin Cafeteria.
meet at the Baptist Student H. C. Chiles and Rev. L. V. disqualified because urine tests
cording to Deputy Sheriff Har- by Judge Roy Shelbourne.
Mrs. C. W. Jones, president,
Center on Thursday, May 9, at Henson officiating. Interment showed the presence of a paindy Kelso No injuries were reurges all members to come,
930 a m. Members note change was in the Murray Cemetery. killing drug, poor Mrs. Mildred
ported
DEXTER SINGING
bring their families and enjoy
Mr. Perry, age 88, died TuesIn meeting place
Cars involved were a 1988
Raunser didn't have a mothe pot-luck food and fellowday morning. lie was a farmer
Plymouth, driven by Mrs. Lavement's peace. She is the race
ship. Drinks will be furnished.
_
A gospel singing featuring
and a carpenter all his life and
FIVE CITED
da Mae Myers of Hazel Route
the Soil Im- track's switchboard operator
in
Installation of officers will
active
f
been
o
son
the
had
Five
Stubblefield,
were
will
be
persons
cited
Southlanders
held
by
Kenny
drives
Ford,
1966
a
and
Two,
and and was perhaps the busiest Mr and Mrs. Charles L. Stub
Association
held. Bro Aude McKee is
be
provement
the
at
the
Dexter
Murray
Police
CenCommunity
Stacy,
Department
1101
of
Jackson
by Paul
land activities. person at the DoWeie.
newly elected president.
and
the
reported
Iarm
awl
ter
on
Drive,
-WINK
yesterday
May
11,
Sunset
last
at
Saturday,
They
night.
-field.
hie
Murray. ------of the First
Vice-president will be Mrs.
"This is the belied we've to the Murray Police DepartDeputy Kelso Mild Mrs. Myers 7:30 p m There is no admission were three for speeding, one He was a member
John T Irvan. Mrs R. K. Carbeen in 33 years since
ment that a breather was taken
was going west from TANN;charge and everyone is wel- for reckless driving, and one Baptist Church.
wife, Mrs. been here," she said. "I'm ho- from ins car sometime la s t
his
penter was reelected secretary
are
Survivors
for
to
come
a
running
attend
red
light.
with
collided
at Midway and
he had rse from talking."
whom
Mr and Mrs. William M.
to
Perry,
and
Nannie
night.
on
south
going
the Jackson csr
62 years and
were reelected treasurer.
for
Boyd
was
to
wanted
married
everybody
breather
What
the
been
said
Police
4l
U.S. Highway
Mrs. Maurice Humphrey will
Mx -months; three sons, Robert, now was, "la my ticket on For- from a 396 Super Sport 66 moBoth cars were damaged and
install the officers.
Herbert Mason, and Clarence ward Pass still g6od?" Mrs. del Chevrolet parked last night
had to be towed away from the
This has been another banPerry; sister, Mrs. Martha Gro- Raunser was polite, but firm, n the parking lot of the Murscene of the accident, Kelso
Mrs Solon Darnell; n answering "No"
ner year for th Pare -Teachthe Tappan
of
niece,
gan;
Division
ray
said
faculera organa
two nephews, Kenneth and WilThe Calumet Farm colt, who Company
f Murty and a
liam Grogan; five grandchil- finished one and one-half
NOW YOU KNOW
the ofray High Sch
dren; eight great grandchild- lengths behind Dancer's Image
by United Press International
members who
ficers and
ren.
Miss Ada Sue Hutson
America's worst coal mine
Saturday. was proclaimed the
d their time and
have ontri
The J. H. Churchill Funeral winner, while all other entries
• . . Best All Around
disaster was Dec 8, 1907 in
ssociation.
efforts
Home was in charge of the al% were moved up one notch as
Monongah, W. Va., when 361
rangements.
Staff Sgt. Jerry Nelson, son
persons perished
Dancer's Image was placed last.
Mrs:- W. A. Nelson of MurTuesday's action,
had no effect on Derby wager- ray, has reenlisted for four
AM
ing, as it did in purse distribu- more. years in the Army
Force.
tion.
railed I rose Isitar•allonal
The Hazel Elementary School
Nelson is now stationed at
The winner's purse now goes Steward Air Force Base near
Parent-Teacher Association clito Forward Pass, Calumet's re- Nashville, Tenn., where he, his
maxed National Teacher AppreMrs. B. C. Allbritten will preFIVE-DAY FORECAST
cord eighth Derby victor Fran. wife, the former Joyce Allen of
ciation Week by entertaining
sent the program at the lunLOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
die's Hat was moved up to sec- Omaha. Nebraska, and daughtheir teachers and their guests
cheon meeting of the Captain
The five-day Kentucky weather
ond and T. V. Commercial to ter. Christi, age two. reside
with a buffet luncheon at the
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
outlook. Thursday through Monthird.
Holiday Inn.
The Air Force man volunNational DAR to be held Satday.
Attending the luncheon were
1984
urday, May 11, at the Triangle
Temperatures will average 5
The main question on the teered for the Air Force in
Mrs Eupal Underwood, Mrs.
Inn.
to 10 degrees below the normal
city's streets Tuesday, was, ana took his basic training at
Louise Outland, Mrs. Olga
"Pollution" will be the sub- "Well, what do you think about Lackland Air Force Bast., Tex74-80 highs and 50-59 lows.
Freeman. Mr. and Mrs. Cannon
Rainfall will total a quarter
ject of the program by Mrs. that?" There was no need to as,
Parks. Mr and Mrs. Calvin Key,
Staff Sgt. Nelson spent a
TOP TWO — Ann Kay Sanders and Sammy Housden, both
Allbritten.
inch west to three quarters of
elaborate in this racing man's
Mr and Mrs Edwin Robinson,
year in Vietnam and was in
of Murray, have been selected •s "Best Groomed" in the ar,.
an inch east near the weekend.
town.
Hostesses will be Mrs Helen
Mr and Mrs. Roy Cothran, and
that Asian country while his
fluid spring contest held by the Association of Childhood
1 Lassiter and Mrs Henry Elliott.
Mr and Mrs. James Feltner.
was shocked and dis- brother. Don Nelson, was servFuller
at
Education
University.
Murray
State
3596,
Kentucky Lake 7 a in
The PTA president, Gene
and Lou Cavalaris, ing his year with the U.S Army
appointed,
education
Miss
major,
•
•Iismiantary
senior
Sanders,
SURGERY PATIENT
down 0,2, below dam 302.7,
Orr Miller and Mrs Miller
who trains Dancer's Image, al- in the same country •
the title last year also. She is • member of Kappa Delta
won
Galloway
down 01.
Rev. Morrison C
1)i) also vorunteered for the
were guests of the executive
so was stunned. He left town
social sorority. Housdisn. • junior business major, is a mem.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 359.7,
underwent back surgery at pending a hearing.
board
Army and served for three
bor.
social
of
Chi
Sigma
fraternity.
!Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,
down 0.1: below dam 313.8,
Unable to attend were Rev.
And the 94th Run for the Nears before being discharged
These two were selected by an anonymous committee
.Tenn Rev. Galloway is minis- Roses wilt be user,. of a run to March 3 of this year He took
(too n 0.3.
Devil( Wall
and Mrs. B R Winchester and
boys
10
d
d
from
chosen
best
best
10
girls
and
dressed
First
the
ter of visitation at
Sunrise 5 53. sunset 7:52.
Bost All Around
10* basic training at Fort Knox
Mr and Mr,:Henry Hutson.
remember now.
isarli•r by • different anonymous committee.
Met hoili,t Church
N1t,l/f1 Sell 3 42 .) in
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Murray High PTA
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Funeral Services
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W. Herbert Perry
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;Cheerleaders For
' Calloway Varsity
international 1968_69 Elected

ALMANAC

THE LEDGER 41,. TIMES

by United Press
PITSLISRED by LEDGER•TIERS PVIIILISHLNG ooMPANT. Today is Wednesday. May 8,
and
Timm
Galloway
Consciiidauon of the 111balky Ledger. The
day of 1968 with 237, The 196849 varsity basketthe
The Times-Herald. October M. 1/011. and the West Kentuckian. to follow
ball cheerleaders were elected
January 1. 1942
The moon is between the recently at Calloway County
Ment
Keateeiry
Mereay.
Shea.
Ma
N.
. 1111
first quarter and the full phase. High School Six cheerleaders
The morning stars are Sat- ate elected now for the next
JAMES C WILLIAMS. PUBLIBMIR
and Venu.s.
urn
year and the six junior vanity
Editor.
the
to
Letters
We reeerve the right to reject any Adverng.
star is Jupiter. I leaders will be elected in the
e‘ening
The
best
the
for
not
are
our
opinion.
or Tebbe Valor items which. in
On this day in history:
I fall of 1968 when school opens.
Interest of our readers.
In 1541 the Mississippi River
Girls selected for their shillWALLACE WITMER 00., IMO was discovered by Spaniard , .y
it
well
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,DetromAmic
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NATIONAL Bide
etepbensce
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sonality were elected 'by the
In 1879, papers were filed for vote of the student body and
the first American automobile faculty
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patent: George Sleden of HoThose
chester, N.Y. was granted the , lows
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, percripacco
week Mews.
lturrayaubs
th inevioe
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. Plif patent Nov. 3. 1895.
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we

were

as fol-

Miss Gail Furches, daughter
I
In 1945, it was Ve day as I of Mr and Mrs Thurston FurPresident Truman announced l cites of Murray Route Four,
1
1 the end of World War LI in I will be serving her fourth year

RESIDENTS ...
Page I)
non project and has been buying up all of the private property in the area.
Char
onne Pate'
Miss Corinne Whitehead, of
Kuttawa, and George Bleidt, of
Golden Pond, appeared before
the House subcommittee on
public works appropriations to
ask that TVA's land acquisition
funds for the project be cut
(Centlinsed Preen

off

The Land
residents,

ers who have already moved
out are bitter," she said. "They
say they are dissatisfied and
unhappy. Most say they were
unjustly treated by TVA. All
will tell you there have been
more tears abed, more heartaches and deaths due to the
project than they have ever

RECORDS . . .
(Continued Preen Pegs 1)
E. H. Roberts. operating vehicle without operator's license,
fined $10.00 costs $4.30.
R. B. Stubblefield, reckless
driving, fined $10.00 gordi
$4-50-

known."
Appearing with the two Kentuckians was Charles P. Thorap
eon, executive director of the
American Landowners Association of Harpers Ferry, W. Va.,
, of TVA
who said his dot
practices on the project indiBetween the Lakes cates "a story of shameful
several treatment of American properoriginally

thousand of them, have fought
a rear-guard battle against the
demonstration project without
success Bleidt acknowledged
yesterday. that they will probably lose in the end.
"TVA has demonstrated how
a police state can operate in
the United States, and how the
generation of fear, doubts, confusion and the use of deceptive
tactics can destroy the citizen's
morale, his hope in justice and
his faith in his government,"
Bleidt said.
Bleidt said he and other property owners who have refused
entry to their property by TVA
appraisers have been harassed
and "threatened that postpon-

L. H. Evans, breach of peace,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50; subject
given 90 days in City Jail with
court having right to asispead
any part of days if he not come
back to this court for a period
of one year from this date.
W. C. Hendon, reckless driving, amended to breach of
peace, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
T. C. Little, possession of
alcoholic beverages in dry ter
ritory, fined $10.00 costs $4.50
J. P. Copeland, possession of
alcoholic beverages in dry territory, fined $10.00 costs $4110
L. E. Elliott, Jr., possegrion
of alcoholic beverages in dry
territory, fined $1000 costa

ty owners."

Building Permits

Building and electrical perof
Europe.
1 as cheerleader during the lailit
mits issued for the month
of
In 1958 touring Vice Prod- 69 year. She is now a junior.
April amounted to a total
dent Richard Nixon was stoned I
according to I. H. Kay,
miss Barbara Rose. daughter
$410.80
,3f Mr and mas, Roy Ross of
Inand spat upon in Lima, Peru.
City Building and Electrical
A thought for the day: Pre- Kirksey. who is a sophomore.
$4.50.
sident Truman, shortly after She will be serving her third
Following are the permits
R. A. Tibbs, possession of althe...a-bomb was dropped on year in 1968-69
and to whom issued
coholic beverages in dry tar
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
Japan said, -The force from
BelIdiom Pones Ms
Miss Pam Cooper. daughter
ritory, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
which the sun draws its power of Mrs Rex Camp of Murray,
Edward M Sliroat, construct
those will be serving her third year
Dixie
building,
esminernal
K. J. Zimmerman, possession
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Sen. Fraok Lauselie, D.-Ohio, a has been loosed against
who brought war to the Far during the 1968-89 year She
of alcoholic beverages in dry
Land Shopping Center, Chest
political conservative. conceding defeat by John J. Gilliterritory, fined $10,00 costs
is now a sophomore.
nut Street.
gan, in the Ohio senatorial primary Tuesday:
Miss Elisabeth Nance. daughJames Rillington, construct '
$4.50.
The world is changing"
,
Shirley
Aadu
Mrs.
ter of Mr. and
H. E. McCallon. disregarding
Wagie family dwelling,
pal isoura thew photos
Nance of Murray Route One at
a stop sign, fined $10.00 costs
bon Drive and South 17th St. of Eric Starvo Galt. 38. along
jeopardise
appraisal
would
ing
seeher
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. -- Sen. Robert F Kennedy, D.Stella. will be serving
A, 0 Woods, construct buildsuspended.
their chances of a good price."
with Ito warrant for his arN.Y • addressing his supporters after he won the Indiana
H. D. Cory. ILL speeding, finond year for the 1968-89 school
ing for funeral home. South
be
of
to
used
on
himself
Bleidt
assassinati
the
in
rest
now.
sophomore
presidential primary:
4th. Street
ed $10.00 costs $4.50.
!Federal State Market NeWS year. She is a
but
Pend
of
Golden
An
postmaster
King
Luther
Martin
Dr
Two girls, now freshman,
Spann and Wilson, construct
T. E. Williams, reckless driv- A
"This is a vote for a change in the United States. I 1Service, Wed., May 8, 1968 Ken
he lost his job beFBI artist retouched the . ing, fined 410.00 costs $4.50.
of that tucky Purchase Area Hog Mart were elected for their second he charged
single family dwelling. South
might at the moment be the personification
to
have
arranged
TVA
cause
eyed-open photo.
Keeneland
cheerleaders. They are
and
17th. Street
A. P. Lampe, reckless driv;et Report Includes 10 Buying year as
change"
of the post office closed.
Miss Shirley Ham daughter
Road.
ing, amended to breach of
IStations.
Whitehead
Miss
and
he
Both
Curtis Hays of
Mn. Genera Hamlett. con- dwelling, Belmont unve
peace, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
832 Head, Barrows and ' Mr and Mrs.
told the holdout
WASHINGTON -- President Johnson appealing for a ,Receipts
ing,
residence""
Route Six, and Miss said TVA has
to
P H. Morgan, reckless drivseine, addition
A Lyons, single family
W
Gilts 25e Lower; Sows, Steady. , Murray
by
sell
must
they
that
families
of
•
tax increase:
building, 304 North 8th Street. dwelling, Fairlane Drive.
ing, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
; i Donna Williams, daughter
519.0049.50
lbs
200-230
1-2
US
be
construct
will
action
court
an31or
May
from
Oren Williams of
-Only responsible fiscal policy can save us
unnecessary
Lynch,
James McKinney,
Steve
Moody. single family
US 13 190-230 lbs 518.50.19.00; 'Mr. and Mrs.
started.
other credit crunch."
fined $10.00 costs $4.30.
Keeneland Road.
noise,
family
ng.
11rkS
dwelling.
r°
angle
e
B
'
'US 1-3 230-250 lbs 517.75-18.50; 'New Concord. who have servetrcar
'
TVA'.
'
said
dwelling
Whitehead
Miss
.
Senior girls
Drive and Glendale Road
J. T. Sledd. reckless driving,
Lyons, single family
I'S 2-3 240-280 lbs 81700.1775;
"em
has produced "em--=a
". ". Circarama Drive and amended to breach of peace,
cheerleaders during the land buying
L L Lovett. construct single
MINNEAPOLIS. Wm.- O.Nelson A. Rockefeller , SOWS:
the
among
otional wreckage"
follows
are as
fined $1000 costs $4.50.
family dwelling. Dudley Drive Fairiane Drive.
fo. delivery at the Uni- US 1-2 270-350 lbs 91525-16EL ' pedastas)ear
r
of New Y_.it
people who used to live and
dwelMiss Yvette Watsoe, daughR. L. Dick, unnecessary !loin,
Carl Rowland construct sinprejudice:
$16.75;
and
A. Lyons. single family
poverty
Few
discussing
beof
Minnesota
versity
area
teemea
:
::::
itt
farm sis
Dwight
Mrs.
and
Crestwood
Mr
dwelling.
of
$15.00 costs $4.50.
Mr
fined
family
Drive
gle
Kirkwood
-l5.25;
must
S14.25
we
lbs
ling,
that
say
300.450
1-9
who
US
"I cannot agree with those
Watson.who has served all tween the two lakes.
family
D. P. Kavanaugh, disregardDrive
W. A. Lyons, single
. For without US 2-3 400-650 lbs 513.50-14.20
1l hav no
Miss
.
order ('r we
hay
cheerleader
singas
and ing a stop sign, fined $1000
Ifour years
Wayne Fiera, construct
dwelliog. Catalina Drive
of Mr.
-Moat of the preasits ownCathy Harris. daughter
eons suspended
$e It *edam NM IL. Ptitleat Drive,
UNITED NATION!, itypr)._ rand Mrs. James Harris, who has
family
K P Woods, reckless driv•
and Beale Street
ents hy
W. A. Lyons. single
Mies
The 82.700 foreign stud
years;
Yrs.
and
three
Mr.
of
ston daughter
Earl Nanny, construct single dwelling. South 9th Street
int. amended to breach of
frmh ,served for
Mr.
of
the Untied States benent
Ramdaughter
Denim
Kiss
Joe Johnston,
$4.30.
Judy. Kelso,
family dwelling, Sycamore St
Calhoun Plumbing & Elec- peace, fined $1000 costs
. mum_ and Mrs. Glen Kelso, who Wit sey, daughter of Kr. and Mrs.
:::: tyTeNTIOwahlmo
1304
M. K Sherertz, speeding. fin. a
and Saab 180 Street
tric Co., duplex building.
hecentntlit to study Abroad
years.
Patsy
Ewen Ramsey, and Klan
served for three
ed $30.00 costs $4.50.
Max Whitford, construct sing- Vine Street.
tron of
publicat
imille
during Hopkins, daughter of Mr and
Others who served
B. A. Brackmonn, speeding.
le family dwelling. Dudley
Blessed is the man t", it wa!keth not in the counsel Urinal. Scientific and Cultural
James Billington, single famJohnCathy
Mrs Joe Hopkins.
1967-88 are Miss
Drive.
dwelling. South 17th Street amended to breach of peace,
of the ungodly, nor standeth In the way of sinners, nor Organisation , UNESCO)
ily
fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
Us K Douglass. construct ut• and Audubon Drive
%Meth in the seat of the scornful. -Psalm 1:1.
WO and storage house. 1907
•
Sinners' and coffers make poor company
The Oellobandlas Elsie Meet al • Commemity le the
-Imegriity iii tia Newegiapee"
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High Excitement All the Way

Olive Blvd.
Ewing Swann. construct addiben to residence building. 700
South 10th Street
Freed and Clover Oothans,
construct duplex building. Wells
Extended
Fred P Johnson. enclose car
IIMIO
Tram the Omvard-iteroma. Ise. novel le Copyright
to residence building, 115
pert
lioallastas
restores
Klas
ay
liastriaatad
Mrsaark,
idwant
Spruce Street.
Aylen Screwier might have a knock on the door and two men
M & H Construction Co. definger in the pie he claimed to caste in All Englishman and • molition residence building, 601
be a great friend of Nick's but Chinese The priest unhurriedly Poplar Street
then he claimed to be a friend *kook hands with the EnglishChurchill, construct
W
It
Man and turning to me introof practically everyone's,
addition to funeral home, SOO

T

D
MIL
DdAS
ASByGOO
Edwar Wymark

Ten Years Ago Today I
LEDGER a TIMIS

rus

Mrs Dot 13ertrand Farmer. age 42, wife of Fulton{
Farmer. former19 of Murray. died at her home in Madisonville following several months' illness
Dr Harry Sparks, head of the Department of Education at Murray State College. will deliver the gradua-

1

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
- PRZE PICKUP and DI:LINT:KT Phone 7113-3568
Truly floe Cleaning

v
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CHAPTER. 20
T THE hotel. I was ono
prised to find three boxes
had already arrived for me and
sios address to 23 '.enlol' t Alm° High School
had been put in my room The
Phone 14.1-1143.1
"Baxter Babrey is undergoing a construction proSOS W. Main Street
I was suddenly aware of the ilkiced him. This is Colonel Car. Maple Street
roomboy explained their presencase' of the Colonial Admin.
gram. He 15 going to us" the building next door and has
ence and gloomily I examined forces that I was encountenng. titration " When I had also
A. Lyons. single family
W
already knocked a hole throu -rh the inside wall Will them There were two large Nicholas had given me vases
some shaken hands with him we sat
just about double hta store", from the column, Seen & cardboard iontainer• tied with frill of dope who h had
Pay down
strtng and identical in size. from Foss Pay Lang Fix,
Heard Around Murray"
Nasally. Carmichael sal d.
Ling had spent September in
Dean J Matt S•parItThan of Murray State College which I presumed contained the Peking He was an assortate of -Well. Fatter where do we Devases They were very large and
the
to
attend
Ga
for
Atlanta,
tomorrow
leave
will
1 foresaw the Captain %mild oh- the greatest names in Red Chi. gin, with you re with this young
Southern Rectonal Council or Quality Educa.tion for set to my taking them Already na Even Mc Chou En-lat had man?.
The priest said, "It is Mr
May 9-11
there were Comer Fleet (osiers lunch with Mr Foo Pay Long:
In the telephone booth I (um. Verreker who has the problem'
iviing the
to prevent crews irt
He said. -Well?"
wardrobe and the Co et freight hied through the guide
I flipped the pages and thrill
So I said "Urn t pilot I'm in
compartment with baskets of
of
list
a
rhurebes.
El A and doe out in two hours'
fruit from Beirut. and I found I found it
the vases were just &slog alien Turning to the map at the bock time for Karachi An acquaintL&DGEZa Tatra
flat
and
looked
out
it
folded
I
ance of mine has given me two
I opened the parcels up
an
There was., also a alimmei for the Roman Catholic church
Kowloon
9
in
.
selected
d
17,
• - present to a Mend of Ma Tee
died- yesVsNAT Or
Album Wu IMMID,
.
three-foot square package that I
•
•
•
frill'
of
dope
discovered there*
attack at his bosoirlOn Olive Duvet Be was a pioneer in- weighed quite a bit Presumably
The church was large and What do I do?"
the Ti' Win was inside that I
Calloway Coanty
surance
down
straight
went
I
arid
dark
her-aoae
undo
not
it
Carmichael looked at me and
decided
is,
Two County High Schools highest students are as
the priest looked at the desk.
of the- trouble iif repacking it to the High Altar
valey.
follows: Dorys Edwards and Clarice Norsworth
Prom " side aisle a Priest and the Chinaman said Nothing
I was beginning to asunder
dictorians. Jeanne Darnell, salutatorian, Kirksey; Re- about Ludo Crane Thinking watched me and I turned to
"It's heroin Its white and in
becca Rober.. and Alice Nanney, valedictorians. Willie about him I lay on the bed in meet him I was aware of in- Manta(' bags It must be dope
my clothes arid fell asleep for • teiligent eyes looking imp at me What else could it be?"
Dean Short, salutatorian, Akno.
joke:. he mapped.
through gold-rimmed Kt:times.
Appointment of Zeb A...Stewart of Owensboro, for- while
He wa. European in onion. but
poor Joke." I saki. "It was
'A
up
I
woke
Litre
liatiatlint attorney general
merly of ldtteray, aa
„ 0" me by a man railed
I took the vases ti-den their I did not think he was English. trio
y Attorney General A E. wrapping and looked at-the Ins im
was annoUheed y
. %tondo-rem He'
.holy
I
Nk
wiltsme
forgive
-Father.
Punk.
Mari bram and felt their weight. Peres, but I wish ti i speak to American who works for CrOlkshank of New York. Antique
Mrs Max Churchill, peesIdent, presided at the meet- they were very heavy and must you for a moment "
He nodded and beckoning me dealers.,
ing of the American Len Auxiliary held at_lb, home have cost about three pounds
the
to
way
-Known him mmr ,-led
the
follow.
lo
Etch nue corne m half and
of lira. Saddle CatbeY. 2, •
"I met hiro last night at a
maid, each was ii hag of white eastern end iif the church Oh,powder Obviously heroin or diently f followed him through party for the first time. He's
a large wooden door into a pas- the brother of . . . of a girl
Morphine
•.7
There was only one sours.' sit sage Another door opened into friend of mine in England. The
action I could visualize I knew a small (hope!
vases are for a man c•II•d
5.
'Yore may speak freely here," crane. who / am to ring
what I was going to du Bin
he said
time WWI the vital factor
when I get to London. Vandermf his telephone
"Please. Father regard lilt. vu hot
By-passing the lift. I went
down the stairs to the first as Yon w',uikl " mnfe'°°°°-..
• number."
He nuaided quietly and I went
floor and then took the lift to
Carmichael looked over his
immihter and said em„ethanit In
on. "I am in desperate nerd
the shopping basement
For
a
num.
the
police
•
Whom cook! I trust' The help from
Canton.-re to the Chinaman. who
street aniiind me familiar aa it her of very good reasons I rant replied briefly, then he turned
to
,
me
police
boot
an
to
ordinary
station.
go
was. toemed is. stihowate my
"Why didn't you go to the
med.!' ament and MY loneliness. Beside. I have very little time
ohivosinly I coull not rarry in which to get NtiVICP The nor- police titration instead of coming
the vases through at the mo- mal procedures would take too here? Very funny place tit come
meat when Customs w ere king Do you know the mune of to ore a policeman
?The
e wasn't time to so
wett-hung for gold That 5 mazy • mentor officer in Customs In,
Of court., while our Fostbock moy be
"On. trunk so o car" hos been sedon
fool Vero/Prot-II roulrhOt have telligence or the police who will throilirti normal channel.. most
the first two-trunked sedan, It's still
dogma ev•r once sedans begon
read bout Motityn. On the other come here at your request' He be on the aeroplane Besides. I
Volkswagen
lAnd why not isn't it obvious that
hand, 1 daren't go to thenearest roost he a head of a department was scared The vows origin So it COS Molt e a couple of more stole.
CM can't hov• two trunks, Alter oil, how
police dation, only the highest or close to it I have .111Y TWO ated from a bigger man than
con you odd o ?rook wohout soptiocting ments most other sedans can't make.
people or custom-, rooid act in hours Polito. I leave Hong Kong. Vismidervell
••whu-,
Gas mileoge up to 27 mpg. The.ptice
tte time available I had to be In that -time I need all the help
oh engine?i
back at the hotel by call time. I ion get
"A Chinamon , ailed Filo Pay
Well: you know how much i we worry !LW it
or
suns
wrong
viol
done
-Have
and it was •isa•ntiril to be on
But best of all, with this car whot you
long "
°bout dooms
yoke.'
his feet.
the aeroplane in ostler to keep committed 'rime" he naked
gain in function you don't lose in style
So our new VW fostbock Sedan not
no
woo
iursousahe
woe
I
taing
one
to
prevent
want
'I
,
my Joh and also to aloud *TOON
and
only hot two pocd toed trunks, no - Shut both trunks and you hove a dashmg the ouipi, Kim. of anyone pot committetl anieT .,ou. Iii also iongto 'mint Pre•Nied
little fastback.
even o Volkswagen can't get along
since
to
MayoTy
like
(Mil
rather
moy
foomboy
the
think
about.me
Any
in
YOSI
on to, wait,
Believers in the "one trunk tO o corw,thout on enginit- on engine
then added sego-Mir, or....otrhing y ou.,
mality in the riiiitine of deport- I
IVVhof we did was to mole the engine dogrno con roll us heretics
, ?Toe n„ oleo ••
tire might involve an', of a -I ye only got two Moira left
840 at !Cost we're good-looking her16 mthes high smd lock t under.
only
at
the
hark
tii
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dozen +molt-awful( conies/lento...
have
-I'd
.
-Please walt here-- Nstl Pt*
ot,c
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r - he mid a little
reyth
f
nomming Nichniaa left rowu tossing himwelf and heroin us!y„„o
gin'if t trig
Mg
kIWW What wax in the s'r,
goorto.
"
line, • /
h fMTPalli7sItiit :"..d
simfehody else Weld
4.--• his he,'k on the
A
When sit OHM he sane Ann k
.
1
•Inded ue both in order' to get
'le Vies /lootnags
..s.)
last
**1401
.
IfS f411141161
sail
'the heroin us,fat ass tempt per.- Mid 11 have arranging
anon.
appealing on a televiition Inteleonfisalsig
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• .
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hare while it woola
-more
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Kennedy
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so
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-:11
V...
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is
. %i.
•emoved and the vanes ',pie ed. Innately Y NMI fiend of mine"
Chestnut Streef
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"It.° •
7 OM,
etttitini pints.- antounted to an insitotion to I'.,
(ha-re was ii • 7 o No rei,1
not tt• oiemed onlikels Even
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Kenn.
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operating 111tor's lit:milk .
'
$4.50.
eld, Mee=
S10.00 nada

By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE

VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

ach of pease,
4.50; subject
;ay Jail with
to misspend
he not come
for a period
this date.
Nockleas driv.
breach of
costs KW.
ossession of
in dry tercosts Kw
ossession of
in dry tarcosts $4-80
Pusaagialau
ages in dry
100O costs
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-- , MURRAY, KENTUCKY

JOIN OUR MANY WINNERS EACH WEEK IN
OUR BASEBALL GAME OF THE WEEK
OPEN EVERY EVENING TILL MIDNIGHT
Prices in this ad good through Tuesday, May 14th
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES. & WED.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

FOLGERS OR MAXWELLHOUSE lib can

*salon of alin dry ter- 1.
costs $4.50
,n, possession
rages in dry
$1000 costs
disregarding
$10.00 costs

speeding, fin$4.50.
reckless driv- A
costs $4.50
reckless drivbreach of
O costs $4.50.
reckless driv
costs $4.50
unnecessary
0 costs /4.30.
kless driving.
ich of peace,
$4.50eessary noise,
$4.50.
gh. disregard.
fined $1000

reckless drivo breach of
)0 costs $4.50.
speeding. fin4.50
,nn, speeding.
ich of peace,
$4.50.

bout that" when a home or
Nu BOWING TO MOBS
Even as the "no-win" ele- store is gutted or burned. Loments are opposed to the use cal government must not say
of massive force to achieve an to the taxpayer, "The money
American victory in Vietnam, and effort you have put into
i• they are opposed to the em- your property doesn't really
ployment of adequate police have any value. We have to be
measures to restore law and,concerned that no harm befalls
order to the cities of America. the youngster with the Molotov
Setting forth the "no-win":cocktail or the citizen with an
line on riots. Atty. Gen. Ramsey armload of stolen shirts." No,
Clark recently told the Ameri-'society can't operate on that
can Society of Newspaper Edi- philosophy and still be clvilistors. "I do not believe that the
What deserves defense is,
use of deadly force by law enforcement officers is permis- first of all, the law-abiding citsible except in self-defense or izen's life, andlthen the properwhen it is necessary to protect ty of that type of good citizen.
The law-breaker is entitled to
the lives of others."
. Clark's statement in ef- only one thing from a responfect was a reply to Mayor Rich- sible society—punishment for
ard J. Daley of Chicago who his misdeeds. And to be credhad criticized his own police for ible, local government has to
not shooting looters and arson- be prepared to use adequate
ists. The Mayor issued orders force against lawbreakers. In
that deadly force be used in the case of riots, credibility
future outbreaks of violence. requires the use of deadly
The Attorney General's weak force.
As for Mr. Clark's fear of
• argument was that shooting of
looters could lead to a "very "escalation," that fear is shamedangerous escalation" of racial ful. Is the United States to adviolence in the cities. His words mit that is afraid to enforce
the law, afraid to take rioters
must have had a sweet sound
in hand? If that is the case,
to the apostles of street violwe are fast approaching a state
ence whose slogan is "burn,
of chaos in this counrty. We
baby, burn" They have had the
are virtually admitting that
word from the chief law encriminal elements have a veto
forcement officer of the federal
on lawful government. A govgovernment that protecting the
ernment that fears to crack
t lives of looters and arsonists
down—and crack down hard—
is more important that stopping on
rioters is a government that
barbaric outbreaks in Amenis about to fall and that is bowca's towns and cities.
Mg to the dictates of street
In effect saying that the lives mobs
of lawbreakers come ahead of
Obviously, government—feddefense of property or the Env- era!, state or local—must not
veation of disastrous fires, Mr bow to
the mob. If confronted
Clark turns his back on every with rising
violence, it must
principle of law and practice meet that violence with lawful
of law enforcement Shooting force
in what ever amount is
• of looters always has been sten- needed, otherwise, anarchy will
dard practice in America. More- , prevail.
No one's life, let alone
over, police are regularly au his property,
will be safe if
the/rued to shoot burglars or Atty. curies policy prevails.
other persons who resist arrest or who are fleeing from
the scene of a crime and will
net stop
PLANS HIT
Are the police now to be deprived of that right' Are the. LONDON (UPI) — Two Britpolice of America to he vutuai., ish ACOverseas Airways Corp.
jets were struck by
ly disarmed' Mr Clark's state-,
nightnin g
Monday andduring
ment points to a wholly new at- i aighte from Londe.
regarding crimes against1
Mali.tsde
chester to Prestwick, Scotland.
propert yThere was
no damage or inClark'
s
Mr
of
illogic
the juries in either incident.
statement is underscored by
owner
is.
fort that a property
filly entitled under the law to
GUERRILLA CASUALTIES
use firearms to protect his pro_
SALISBURY (UPI) — The
perty If a homeowner or the
government
said
owner of a store is legally en- Rhodesian
titled to shoot a looter or an Monday that 57 African suerrillas
have
been
killed in fightarsonist, why should • police.
ing in the Zambezi Valley durman not have that right?
mr. mares statement carries mg the past several weeks.
the suggestion of a curious philosophy—the philosophy that
JOLSON CANCELS
poreptry is not important. But
LONDON (UPI) — Al Jolson
ownership of property, in the
American system, is a funds- Jr. called off • singing tour of
mental civil right. A home or Rntain after only two perforMonday, lamenting
a store is the product of an in-Imances
dividual's enterprise or the la-1 that his audiences "all thought
•bor and savings of a number of I would be just like my dad.
people. Life's struggle has gone i Because I wasn't they were disinto every private dwelling iusd appointed."
He added that he would rebusiness in this country . So-1
say "sorry „turn to the United States where
clot), can't Just
—I've got plenty of work."
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South 12th street
ROUND

89,

OFFEE 69c STEAK
MEAL 5139BACON 1b59
99c JOWLS
HAM
CORN 41D2akozcavnasci BOLOGNA 29` FRANKS 3 39tSi
29c
STEAKS
60'69c LIVER
SOR H
U.S. CHOICE

MISS LIBERTY

SLICED HOUSER Valley

DEL MONTE

Center Slice

Sliced Smoked

Old Fashioned

Armours Skinless
EA
Sliced Pork

LB

Chuck Wagon

OLD MILL

Morton Meat
Morton's Pot
PIES 8 oz 50'$1 DINNERS EA
COUNTRY SKILLET GRADE 'A' WHOLE

LB PAIL

1 2 gal
TURNERS /

39'

CE MILK 43cFRYERS 271LB
DUFFS

ci5

END & PIECES

3 BOXES
NV4

CA1‘.*
61/2 oz box io

cisp,V

25 c

5 lb box I BAR-B-0

lb

BACON 1.291 RIBS 1.39

r-;

GABEZTRAT FOOD CAKE MIX
51
12
3
UMBO P E
EGGS 3it 1
DUNCAN HINES
CHOC YELLOW WHITE
Grade 'A' med

43/4 et jars

BRENNERS

BOX OF 12
Fluffy ALL Giant Size 690 ostess 63/4 oz
Peanuts 3 cans $1.00
Blue Cheer Large Box 30C Ice Cream
CHEESE
Cones Box of 24 290
HY GRADE
Oxydol Try-Me-Size 10C Triple
Pack lb bag
New Bold Large Box 30C Potato Chips
59c HI c Orange

bL]
Li

69
1.00 D RI NK3tiniz'1
COFFEE 99c

Liquid Lux lit 72 Potted Meat 334 oz
Franks Pepperib_box99 Armours 10

of be
UM 'St

4

29c

BREAD

)

Statif

e.
price

1)-

at you
style
ciosh-

3 coy"

Another New Liberty Money Saver
Miss Liberty
1'/, lb loaf 25
MISS LIBERTY
1 2 lb loaf reg 36
1/
Miss Liberty
DELSEY
Brown & Serve Rolls
pkg of 12
2 for 49C
Miss Liberty

Hamb. Buns

4

pkg ot 8

25C

g her-

gts

to

6

\Si
rot
..•
•
AUCTION COW? SAVE HER UPI Told that she hits less-than
3 MOM II to live, Mama lllll• Klaaillt., In. holds up to jou of
jelly in' in.' that inlay help save ht's life In Orono& Hills,
Calif. An auction was to be held to raise the 1140,0150 needed
to jnsv tfl artificial kidney to you/unit her life, and pair fur a
kidney yansplant The jellv,: beans do lord by 4.1ov..14unoild
atorin• the Rents to Is- idtrikie...t off
Reaotan
•

CELLO bag

CARROTSJO

I TostsDLogjeB
li riuylis

Pkgo-f211CO

10 ot

2

ROLLS

TISSUE 25'
r/

YELLOW NEW CELLO bag
G WEN
NIONS 3 bila),29° RADISHES 5 Ii S
gairzfo_MigiTSTSWEISIENTSIESISENEMZI

BUNCH

101

rsommirosgrErg ..1

•

•

I

•

•

,•;:4370/1;T:liai,"'041'

.-tee=amiimmohotwomit,

**;24131r1
4"1
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•
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Slumber Party Is

WEDNESDAY — MAY 8, 1988

MURRAY, IA ENTUCER

-a

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Held By Troop
Willette Richardson entertained Girl Scout Troop No. 210'
Thursday, May 9
Hardin, with a "Slumber party"
The Welcome Wagon New
at her home in Aurora, Friday.
The girls arrived in time to Corners Club will meet at the
fix -cook-out" supper, and lat- Triangle Inn at 7:30 p. m.
er attended "Voice of Dixie" at Mrs. Harlan Hodges will give
e book review.
South Marshall High School.
•••
Early the next morning, the
The Westside Homemakers
troop participated in a hike at
Cluirlton Heights, W Va., the Land Between the Lakes, Trigg Club will meet at the home of
_Miss Ten nit' Robbins Exchanges Wedding bride was lovely in her street. County. More badge-work was Mrs. Ralph Darnell at 12:90
length bridal dress of white finished, and a good time was p.m
ith Frederic A. Triplett, Jr.,
Vows ll'
•••
crepe, fashioned fitted style, had by the following:
Dorothy
The
Circle of the
In Ceremony
HaAnn
Lu
Conder,
venetian
lace
with bell shaped
Patricia
wrist length sleeves. Her veil. ley., Dana Black, Bobbin York, First Baptist Church WMS will
shoulder length, was fastened Melanie Wilkins, Mary York, meet at the home of Mrs. How9:30 a.m
with a petaled crown with
Suzanne York, Donna Andrews, ard Giles at •
••
lies of the valley. Her jewelry Karol and Kim Siress, DidAll
Grove
126
of
the Woodmen
Pictured above are tile yard and hone, of Mr. and Mrs.
was a necklace of pearls, gift 7 ee. Sandy Tucker, Debbie Colof the groom, and small pearl lins, Mrs. Nene Pace, Miss of the World will meet at the Harty Culpepper on Glendale Road which yard was selected
earrings
Nettie Weatherly, Mrs Henry Murray Womik's Club House as the "Yard of the Month" for April by the Garden Deoarl•
merit of the Murray Woman's Club. The house is of white
- She carried a beautiful cas- Richardson, and the hostile. at 6•30 p.m. • • •
brick. The Culpepper yard also received honorable mention
cade of orchids and feathered Willette Richardson.
•••
The Hazel Woman's Club will lat. year,
carnation&
meet in the club room at seven
Miss Cary Triplett, sister of
p.m New officers will be inthe groom, was the maid of
Carden
warded the prize, after general
and Mrs. Cox
stalled.
honor The bridesmaids were
discussion on each arrangeMiss Mary Robbins and Miss Honored Recently
ment, led by Mrs. Fred Gingles
•••
Martha Robbins, sisters of the
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk presided
On Anniversary
ride
The New Hope Methodist
Several merkbers brought in the business session in the
The country home of Mr. Church WMS
will
Meet
at
the
flower arrangements they had absence of the chairman, Mrs.
The attendants all wore iden- and Mrs. Walter D. Cox at
tical street length dresses of Cottage Grove, Tenn., was the church at two p.m. with Mrs. made to the May meeting of J B Wilson.
Jesse
Wells
Lassiter
in
charge
pale pink crepe with matching seeing for their fiftieth wedthe Garden Department of MurRefreshments were served
ray Woman's Club The ar- from a table centered with an
accessories and carried French ding anniversary celebration gi- of the pledge program.
rangements demonstrated the arrangement of white snapdrabouquets centered with pink ven by their children recently.
ra • •
use of various triangle designs gons and yellow crysantheroses surrounded by seafosm The house was beautifully &R.
E.
Johnson-44
Murray has The one done by Mrs. L. E. mums in a silver bowl, arrangstatis and pink carnations.
nal-Med for this very special been dismissed front the
West- McSvvain was voted the most ed and contributed by Mrs.
Glover Cary III of Owen.sbore occasion.
ern
Baptist
Hospital; Paducah. outstanding and she was a- Gene Brandon The hostesses
served his cousin as best man.
Mrs. Cox looked lovely in a
e ushers were Charles Jones dress of gold peaulde soie with
d Steven Hughes of Owens- matching gold imported lac e
ro.
coat. The dress was designed
The bride's mother chose for and made by her daughter,
the wedding a powder blue Mrs. Harold C. Woods of Wash'dress of French voile.linth mat- ington, D. C. Her corsage wee
ching coat. Her corsage was a gold carnations. Mr. Cox was
11111
pale yellow cymbidium orchid. wearing a gold boutonniere.
IIIMININI•se MIN
11111-Ret COMM W WNW
Mrs Triplett, the grosses
The register table was coverSl
=
mother, was attired in a silk ed with a white cutwork cloth,
:=...166.0110111U"
alma */ ••••••••
ymn
suit of turquoise Her corsage using a bud vase of yellow ros••••• tn.••••••••••
• ••••••
••••••• •••••••••••
•••••••••••••••
••••
was also a cymbidium orchid es The granddaughters kept the
...pm& 11. •••••••••••••
a• •••• Om mil a
rum
•••••,,
••
MRS. FREDERIC A. TRIPLETT, JR.
6••••••••• •••••••
in shades of whistle dart blue. register.
••••••••••
•
•••••
••••••••• MEN ••••••••••
e
1_ _The groom's grandmother,
..
The table was beautifully de
The marriage of Miss Ten- Mrs. Raymond Hazen Robbinsflirs- Robert Sarboela TnPlett, corated with a yellow satin
;„
0 - me Robbins and Fredenc A and the late Mr Robbins of 412'wore a beige costume with a floor length cloth over laid
le! Triplett, Jr., was solemnized on North Seventh Street, Murray. white orchid corsage
with yellow nets white bells tied
. ., ..Thursday, April 11. at four The groom is the son of Mr.
La
with white satin streamers acReception
afternoon at the and Mrs F. A. Triplett, Sr., of
o'clock
in
the
cented the drapes in the doll&
.
Following the ceremony the'The beautiful arrangement et
First
. Methodist Church in Mur- Owensboro.
reception
was
held
in
the
socray
A program of nuptial music
'yellow mums was centered with
Res Lloyd Ramer perform- was presented by Mrs Richard ial hall of the church.
white candles to each side DeThe
beautifully
appointed
ceremony
In
ed the *see
Farrell. organist Miss Nancy
,licious anniversary cake and
bride's
table
was
overttid
with
decorated
•: front of lbe altar
Bratcher of Owensboro. friend
cool summer punch were sen
with Woo gladioli and ditty- of the bride, soloist, sang "TIM a pink cloth and centered with • ed with mints and nuts to their
an
arrangement
of
white
stock
...mailman.= flanked by the Song of Ruth" before the co.
'many friends and relatives. The
and mums.
candelabra. many
4 WiNi brunched
served
the
• daughters-in-law
Punch
was
served
from
the
Ride's Drees
. S WEI dMi milks being lighted
cake and punch.
silver
punch
bowl
by
Miss
Rita
Given in marriage by her
Kr. and Mrs. Cox have three
The bride is the daughter of uncle, Homer W
Robbins, Hurd and Miss Judy Hargis. sons Raymond of Cottage
Grove, Walter D Jr and P
of Paris. Tennessee, and tern
Harold
C.
daughters. Mrs
'woods
Waalungton, D.
2
WZSTIX ROCSZ
Fred SVOrlimelk
sod_
1110.411CWN
NINC TA:240 LA111 TV
Murray,- .•
••
• Instant-On operation.
Mr lad Mn. Cox have Ili
sound at once. picture
• grandchildren and eight great.'
In 6 seconds
•
20 diagonal picture
grandchildren
Mr Cos hap
• New Westinghouse
four brothers. Rainey, Bill. El
color ohaesis
• Instant color f
If (Harni and Thomas, all ab'
• West inghlius.• lSi.b
present. One hundred twent
bright picture tube.
guests called or sent best wts
es,

II

-B Burkeen
bin•
•

Meese 753-1117 ,r'7$3-4$57

i

At First Methodist Church

Department
Has Garden Tour
.4: Regular Meet

Mr.

were Mesdames L. E. McSwain,
H. Ed. Chrisman, W. B. Graves,
Lester Nanny, and Gene Brandon.
Following refreshments, the
group toured the beautiful gardens of Mesdames Cleburne
Adams, Harold Douglass, William Harvey, Olin Moore, Eff
Birdsong, and Freed Cotham.
Also included in the tour was
the Harty Culpepper garden,
which received the Yard of the
Month award for April.
•• •

I

r. and Mrs. Zane Cunning.
4
ham and son, Phillip, of Bowl-

•

ing Green spent the past weekend with their parents, Mrs.
Burie Miller and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Cunningham.

COLOR PICTURE TUBE GUARANTEE

't0

on all Westinghouse "INSTANT-Or Color TV's

1

-ON COLOR TV IS THE REASON
GUARANTEE

f

The Honeymoon Is Never Over

When She Owns A •
Westinghouse Dishwasher

• •

re:
COMPa
Westinghouse
Buy

Mr and Mrs J B Castle.
ben-)' of Kirksey Route One all,
the parents of a son born at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah

You'll

Mn. R. T Waldrop served tux
three tiered wedding cake, and
Mrs David Lansing assisted
The register was kept by Miss
Dorothy Alice Swann. Miss
Lay Hale softly played piano
music.

• "The Changeable" dishwasher that
an be be portable or built in • Big
capacity glide-out rack • Dual automatic
detergent dispensers • Porcelain-on Two-level wash action.
Steel

interior •

Por
$10

N.

pplisassaid
Few nest Pierfornasnc• in vow
Wiestrnghouse ()where shier Us*
A 11Pecliel Disnareshor Detergent
Lam c.sorams• Cascade wareptes
includ
oi.6..zdir every Westeighouse
end • portion of thir
tbisellviertuung sopottoo by
pursuant to e5rownen1
with Pie applonc• rrten.rforturer

=d.

WESTINGHOUSE

Sei4A

WESTINGHOUSE

SINGLE-DIAL

3-CYCLE

CONTROL

PORTABLE

PORTABLE

DISHWASHER
•
eetem.
00000
hand
nnsweg and most hone.
scroosne • Elrewitor tap

• Pow., Stream Wash
Actton • Porcelain On.

DISHWASHER

Stasi interror • add apish Corilrol • Piat•alr•rrn S•ttong • dolls

rack—for •••• ioedinp
• Duel eutoniata deter.
gent distrensers • *Ow
...Nita clear Herta elector 7

'10 P"

.is Low
as

Westinghouse 2 Push-Button
Front-Loading Portable Dishwasher

•••

•

Any•rher• On P4011-118/•
nag Carioca

SA-

Month
Per

Special Value

mono,

Special Value

A REGISTERED WESTINGHOUSE DISHWASHER DEALER
... YOUR GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION

Purdom's

--Following the ceremony the
couple left for a wedding trip
to New Orleans, La., with the
bride wearing a lovely ensemble and the corsage from her
, bridal bouquet.
The bride is a graduate of
High
Evanston - Township
School, Evanston. Ill., and of
Murray State University. She Ii
now teaching in Owensboro.
Mr Tnplett is a graduate of
Owensboro Senior High School
and attended the University 'of
Kentucky
The couple 13 residing at
Owensboro
Out
i- c town guests were Mr.
.1 and Mrs Frederic A Triplett,
t Sr., Mr. and Mrs, Robert Samuels Triplett, Mrs. George Triplett, Mr. and Mrs. Osswald H.
Snyder, Mr and Mrs. Arthur
Oesterheld, Mr. and Mrs. P. R.
MacDonald, Mr. and Mrs. Gime
er H. Cary, Jr., all of Owensboro, Mr. and Mrs John W. Miller of Utica. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Miller of Rockport, Ind.;
Mr. and Mrs Chester C. Bobbins of Indianapolis. Ind.; Mr.,
and Mrs Allan R Rhodes of!
Paducah. Mr and Mrs. Homer1
Charlton .
Robbins
of
W
Heights. W Va., Mr and Mrs.,
Frederic H. Tnplett of Evans- 1
ville, Ind
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents were l
hosts for the rehearsal dinner1
held following the rehearsal on1
Wednesday evening, April 10, 1
at the Holiday Inn.
A centerpiece of spring floss.'
era was used on the tables in
!the Red Room where the dirs-i
,ner was served by the delight.:

1

?ii

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
Telephone 753-4872

The bridal couple presented
'gifts to each other and also to
their attendants.
Cm-ens were laid for mint 1
hers of the wedding parts, the
two families, and dose family
friends

Westinghouse 18" Diag. Picture
Portable Color TV
INSTANT-ON COLOR TV . ..
Sound at once, picture in 6 seconds

•-• NEW WESTINGHOUSE COLOR CHASSIS
with 22 major improvements.
ae, INSTANT COLOR FIDELITY.

so' WESTINGHOUSE HIGH BRIGHT PICTURE
TUBE.

WESTINGHOUSE 23" DIAGONAL PICTURE
FRENCH PROVINCIAL COLOR CONSOLE
WITH ON-SCREEN TUNING RAH
so' Instant color fidelity.
so French Provincial cherry
in
genuine hardwood veneers and solids.
Instane-On operation.
sto New Westinghouse color ehassis.
ae' On-Screen Tuning Bar . . A perfectly
tuned color picture in 10 seconds.

styling

be* 82 CHANNEL TUNING . . .
Easy-to-read pop up channel numbers.

$38995

"8143.1
as

0
0 MO.
20
Per
$

Compare:
Westinghouse

NATIONWIDE

You'll Buy

See The 1969

Westinghouse color Televisions Now at

Purdom's pun.
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"
South 5th Street

Phone 753-4872

Murray, Ky.
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Cooked
HAMS whst:
49

BACON
59'

WIENERS

KETSUP

14-oz.

Kraft

1

Decoratid • White • Assorted Colors

24-oz.

MAZOLA OIL

19c

Self-Rising or Plain

59c

PEAS

89c

Imperial - 18-oz.

PRESERVES

SWEET
POTATOES 2for 49c
American

HAND LANTERN
Reg.$3.95

S 1.99

Bush's

VAN CAMP'S

Lucky

PORK &
BEANS

Purina

PEANUT ,!vt,
I
'
411Paramount
BUTTER

Karo

32-oz.

01.E

59c

Whip

\

32-oz.

51.c

DILL
CHIPS
45c Pint 2.9c
KRAUT —Brh!, Musnleman's

APPLE. SAUCE

etly

19c

can

217250

15-oz

Hunt's

COCKTAIL

Kelly's

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

0040

294

RICIITEX

HY-POWER

SHORTENING
3-Lb. Can

21/2 Size
5 oz

19(

* PRODUCE *

.6_0. „an 2 3r
5 LETTUCE
331 CARROTS
CELERY

_

Tomatoes

BEANS

th.. LUSCIOUS
WHIPPED TOPPING Mix

FRUIT

Cranberry
JUICE

SYRUP

rt RE

18-oz.

Pickles

RED KIDNEY

2-0Z.

300 size

"
7:7
"

White or Red

Beauty

Peter Pan

25 Lbs. $1.89

39c

Steele's

RAY-0-VAC

Dog Chow

2for 45c

17-oz.

RIBS

EASON

4912'

2-Lb.

Del Monte

Smoked
Pork
Roast
PICNIC
S
49:
33
39C

'EE
Nis

DELUXE
CREMES

14-oz.

BOSTON BUTT

SPARE

Flavor-Kist

COOKIES

29

MOTHER'S DAY
CAKES •

39(t

Fudge Cream

PIES

TISSUE - 35(1

MEAL

55c

SUNFLOWER

JUMBO

CHARMIN

29c

3ibs$1.00

49'

32-oz.

4 Rolls

11111E1111E1111

STEAK

49'

MAYONNAISE

sane Cunningillip, of Bowlhe past weekparents, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.

GROUND
BEEF

Pork

American Beauty

•••

eshments, the
beautiful garnes Cleburne
)ouglass. Wiln Moore, Elf
reed Cotham.
the tour was
pper garden,
e Yard of the
April.
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Field

Chestnut

RAY

E. MeSwain.
W. B Graves,
,c1 Gene Bran

•••••••••••••••••-•••••••••

•••

2i69c 59c

head

Giant

— — — 25-oz.

-59'

COLD WATER

APPLE BUTTER — —----- a-oz. 29(
Giant

59(

mism*,

VARS'illiALLOW REAM__
Stick
RhARINE
lIialiTATO CHIPS

kihw
_ I9r
CAULIFLOWER _
2 `°. 25e MEOW ONIONS
GARDEN PEAS _

King

7-oz.

Twin Kaz 49r

3 lbs

39'
29r
2gc,

-99'

HEAVY DUTY LAUNDRY DETERGENT

IDAHO BAKERS
10 79:
OPEN UNTIL 9:00 P.M.
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DAR 1113 SALAAM, Tanisailia
many presidents before MM. Buttered Up
Air Raids
( U P I ) - Tanaans proud
Plies te Move
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
White House
Maui warriors are abandoning
a Sea
And it will make little dia amount of butter bought by Of.
west their loin cloths in favor of
BONN (UPI) ference whether a Republican the P W Woolworth Co. laat
,
or Democrat Is elected as year was enough to supply at German Army's psychological treueere
Be MERRIMAN SMITH
Officials say the governbranch has dispatched
UPI White Moues RsInssIer
Johnson's AILNAMI01•--Ihe files least one Patti to half the Pon- warfare
balloons ca
re
5 ment's campaign of friendly
rrying
WASHINGTON
- Beek- edn be boxed and sent to Ten. ulation of the United State:
main at the White House:
of million
propaganda leaflets Persuasion to get the tall'
the incoming sdministre- The e°819ghThe change to admmtsimi. se. Ifweds
Y
tarcham
ver
lanky nomadic hunters to don
espies of these of- more than"
2.015.000 pounds °
thin
since communist
July, HiedEast Cie
't
to trousers and shirts and vise
during
ilitrf
thins next January will revive field documents excluding per,
wet
a
nevi
record
military
'
the red pigment out of their
an archaic problem-removal of gene correspondence, m1111311117, Iv, we wevanw sixsagot year.
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•
hair is working.
•....
.,,, isuPoriant records trete the other federal sources will have
The eonPartY serves more
be consulted. some papers than
I
House.
million
pensona
•
.
White
`
daily
in
to
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-- 11
viten the presidency chant- would be available at the Stoat:
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lun
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executive has the right, more chives, flies of the Federal It•- United States and Canada.
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The
sa•
custom
. ".' 111..
Murray
than any shocific gator and in the official week.
by
Natural Gas System will not
„ A..- ' 30301.
\a
, .0. .v.
law, to take with blie HrtuallY Ty compilation of presidential St.
.
contact the group
John's Mar*
P of summer turn-off Cush all me., maw* Me Mass- documents published by the
NEW YORK (UPI) - St.
thisMay
omerr
as
y,
we have
h
i n the
e paSt.
poedeeco.
Government Printing Office.
John's University has won four
.
fil
Illie
As
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MIMI
at
a
While
sources
alternate
are
National
change
want
you
in your preser,. I ) I
any
For
Invitation
i. .., Basket.
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.
available,
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WIN*
BIM
nowhere
4lOod7.
Ode
they
ball
are
es
Tournament
.
.
champion-._
Thay tam tomookas ad the completed as actual
,
gas
Gas service
re phone the Murray Natura;
whim ships since the event was startbe
.., . Islopliale book sod
Old- House files. And because Of ed in 193/1.
number
i:.gi
y.
'
eon Bake
Moir scattered locations, it foe
_ ik ii.
,,
14.-..r
.
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Hairy Hazard
NEW YORK (UPI) - Dr
Alden N Haffner. an expert on
vision, says long-haired hippies and teen-agers pose a hazard on the highways when they
get behind the wheel of a car,
or whiz along on motorbikes
Or motorcycles with their long
locks flowing
"Stray gobs of hair dangling
In front of or blowing into the
eyes can and do cause highway accidents." says Haffner
who N a consultant to the HoeletY for Visual Care. Although
a danger at all times, he says,
"free-flying hair Is particularly dangerous at those times
MIMI 13 Iltl11111aLly a.
problem anyhow, for example
at dawn. duet or on rain
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Truman In
Good Health
As 84 Nears

'em hell" era.
Truman rarely makes a public pronouncement, but when
he does, the same views of old,
the same principles of loyalty,
and the same philosophy show

BETTER

41
41

through.
Truman said when he left the
White House and has repeated
many times since that only one
By MARGARET RICHARDS man has the
necessary inforINDEPENDENCE, Mo. TN - mation to make decisions in
Harry S. Truman's 84th year, behalf of the nation, and that
especially its springtime, has man is the president.
been good to him.
About the time of his 83rd
The former president's birth- birthday, when both hawks and
day which is today, May 8 is in doves were pecking at White
apparently better health than House Vietnam policy, Truman
he has enjoyed in a long time. voiced his unqualified support
- He almost certainly is feeling of Lyndon B. Johnson's hand▪ .better than on his 83rd birth- ling of affairs, foreip and doday, when for the first time he mestic.
by-passed the annual celebraRecently Truman's renewed
tion observed in his honor by strength permitted him to trafriends of a lifetime
vel to Key West, Fla., for a
They will meet again today two-week stay in the haunts he
to pay tribute to a man they loved during his White House
esteem first as an old and boy- years. He told reporters there
al friend and secondly as a that Johnson was a sure thing
world statesman and the 33rd for renomination and re-elecPresident of the United States. tion.
But Truman again will be abAlmost as soon as Johnson
sent. The recent improvement announced, a few days later,
in his health, the increased vig- that he would not serve another
or noted by everyone with term, Truman accepted the
whom he has had contact, does honorary chairmanship of the
not extend to the excitement Humphrey for President comof crowds.
mittee, throwing his support
Gait Steadier
to the 01&11 closest to Johnson
Truman's gait is steadier
Expects To Bo 90
than it was a year ago. He has
When he was 80 he remarkmore pep, there's fire in his ed that he expected to live to
voice when the occasion de- be 90.
mands, and he even has vent"I've got about 10 more
ured a walk, alone, to the town years' work to be done around
square.
here," he explained with a
For about 18 months Truman sweep of his hand.
had kept closely to the big old
Truman's absence from his
house on Delaware Street. Even office indicates no lack of touch
his neighbors had only rare with what Is going on in the
and fleeting glimpses of him, world.
as he entered a car or returned
Truman and his wife read,
from an afternoon nde with listen to the music he loves, or
his wife or some friend.
perhaps watch television, partiSo fellow townsmen gaped in cularly documentaries.
amazement when they saw TruThe early morning walks
man strolling along on a balmy Truman used to take, with reApril day, greeting passersby porters running after him and
and exchanging pleasantries gasping for breath, were diswith those he knew.
continued years ago_ But he
He had slipped out of the remains an early riser
Truman yard And away from
-- --his concerned and watchful Starlet Contest
wife, as well u his part-time
PALISADES, NJ (IIPI) chauffeur and long-time friend, The Miss American Starlet
former police officer Mike Contest, • beauty pageant for
Westwood. Truman disappear- single girls 17 through 25, will
ed down a nearby alley and be held at Palisades Amusewalked two blocks to his bar- ment Park here this summer.
berthip.
The contestants will be judged
There Westwood found him, In bathing suits and the win.'
bestowing bite of Trumanesque ner will receive a trip to Hol- 41
lywood Plus a role in a motion
wit on barbership custmors.
picture.
Cautious On Polities
•
•
•
He has acquired a caution
The
mass
pndut
uon 01
toward potties' subjects that
ceramic tile in the United
was never known in the "give
States began in 1/76.
,
•
•
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District Baseball Finals
Feature Calloway & Murray

PORT

WEDNESDAY — MAY 8, 1968

allUalt•T,
P

Bowling Standings

Cleveland Indians Belt The
New York Yankees Tuesday

DILLAR OR DOLLAR
BOWLING LEAGUE
Week ef May 3, 1948
Team Standings
W. L
Hot-Shots
74 46
;straight win over the last two
UPI Sports Writer
Tigers
relief help from Lee
„
88 54
'
players Years with
anonymous
Calloway County and Mur- Coos irom University School, Challengers
most
The
6414 55%
Stange.
_ 1110111~11Mleelobeeie40101110001018emeaw
the
are
days
these
ray High will play for the cham- as Bob Taylor allowed only Jets
baseball
In
61
Tom McCraw hit a grand
59
pionship of the Fourth District three runs on two hits and The 4 B's
members of the Cleveland In- slam homer to highlight a 13?
•
w
51 89
.,,
Baseball Tournament this af- struck out 11 batten.
brigade.
bullpen
Pin-Ups
4314 7614 diana'
hit attack as the usually punch.
ternoon at 3:30.
SteNe Colson was the only
And manager Alvin Dark less White Sox topped the Ane,
Nigh Team Gam*
way.
that
The two teams won this right Colt to get more than one hit, Hot-Shots
stays
613 hopes it
gels. Joe Horlen went 6 1-3
4
e,
by winning the semi-final games collecting two safe ones for Challengers
With his starting rotation innings to get his first victory
558
the
memories
of
back
played yesterday. Calloway de- the game
Pin-Ups
320 bringing
after one loss. Sammy Ellis
feated North Marshall 4-0 and
Three Murray players pickLemon, Wynn, Garcia, Feller was the victim of a five-run
High Team Three Games
Motional Loomis
Indian
Murray won over cross-town ri- ed up three hits, Johnny Wil- Hot-Shots
a visitor to the
third inning that was climaxed
1771 era,
W. L. Pct. GB
Kneoelkamp's official explanclubhouse Tuesday night told
val University School 13 to 8 liams, Jimmy Brandon, and Challengers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. GPI — A
1592
by McCraw's slam and took the
16 9 .540 —
Louis
atioo
of
Bt.
the
disqualification
was
Calloway won the first game Ronnie King. Tripp Williams Jets
that he wasn't getting
two-pronged investigation into
1488 Dark
loss.
13 11 .542 214
that
an.
the
pain-killer
phenylbutamuch chance to see his bullpen•
of the afternoon behind the and Dennie Nall each got two
the drugging and subsequent sone
Minnesota edged Oakland as
Melt Ind. Gains Scratch
12 12 .300 314 strong pitching of
and—or a derivative there- San Fran
Randy Oliver hits.
"I don't want to look at them Cesar Tovar collected three hits
disqualification of Kentucky
Bobbie Garrison
183
12 .500 314
Aug.12
of
was
found
Los
in
the
post-race
Dark grinned as he
who allowed only one hit, and
The winner of today's game Bobbie
Derby winner Daneer's Image urine
and third baseman Ron Clark
174 at all,"
Garrison
12 12 .500 314 then picked him off first
analysis of Dancer's his- Phila.
noted his four starters have started a key double play to
base. will advance to the Regional Betty Dixon
was underway today following
169
12 13 .480 4
Atlanta
four runs in the
just
Oliver faced only 21 batters in Tournament, which will be playallowed
Tuesday's stunning announceNigh Ind. Game MC
stymie an A's rally in the eigh478 4
11 U
Kentucky racing rules state
the seven innings and fanned ed at Paducah on May 24-25. Doris
last 54 innings while chalking th. With runners on first and
ment by Churchill Downs race that a
Scarbrough
217
11 13 .458 414 10 of them, the lone hit
urine analysis shall be C3iinago
victories.
straight
six
up
didn't
track that a pain-killing drug taken from
Bobbie Garrison
third and none out, Clark took
208
11 13 .458 414 come until the
the. winro-,
:
-voev Houston
Calloway
It was Luis Tints turn Tuessixth inning.
101 300 0-4 7 0 Barbara Latimer
was detected in a urine sample
a peg from pitcher Jim Perry
208
York 10 13 .435 5
night and he hurled his
Oliver is averaging 2.1 strike- N. Marshall 006 000 0-0 1 1 High Ind,
day
taken from the 3-year-old colt race and another hose from New
Three Garneis Scratch
on Bert Campaneris' bouncer
Tuesdiy's Results
third straight shutout on a five- and tagged Rick Monday who
outs per inning over the seaCalloway—R Oliver and D Bobbie
billowing his victory Saturday. the race chosen by lot_ The
486
Garrison
York 4 St. Louis 1, night son, and carries a
the Indians belted
Osborn.
while
hitter
.64
ERA.
Following kus announcement "other" horse involved this New
Betty Dixon
broke from third. Clark then
477
Atlanta 2 Pittsburgh 1, night
North Marshall—B. Faith and
The fakers only collected
the New York Yankees 8-0. The
of the first disqualification in time was Kentucky Sherry and
Margaret Morton
467
fired to first baseman Harmon('
Cincinnati 2, night
3
Plias
foursome
the
Williams.
members
of
other
America's
most
four
extra
base
hits,
with
Pat
94 runnings of
High Ind. Throe Dames NC
his tests proved negative.
Killeberw to nail Campaneris
Houston 7 San Fran 1, night
Lamb getting two doubles, and U. School 001 011 0— 3 2 10 Barbara
are Sam McDowell, Steve Marprestigious horse race, Wathes
Oisostions Sampling
Latimer
Chicago 1
after he headed for second.
585
2
Angeles
Los
Siebert.
Murray
Sonny
431 442 x-18 18 2
gin and
Danny Osborn and Steve Ernst.
Knebelkamp, president of ChurIn his statement Tuesday
Margaret Morton
584
Teday's Prolishio Pitchers
Low Averages
berger each getting one double. U. School—Kemp and Wal- Betty Dixon
chill Downs, said the tracks' night, Fuller suggested "die
376
Singer 1-4 at
Angeles,
Los
drop.
Tient is now 4-2 this season
The Tigers of Murray High
security forces and represent- urine bottles could have been
ts Converted
J Nlekro 4-1, 2:30 had very little
Murray
with a 1.28 ERA while McDowHigh—Taylor and Betty Dizn
atives of the Thoroughbred Ra- switched. I don't say they Chicago,
trouble with the
3-10
Brand, Roberson.
has a 3-1 mark and a 1 79
ell
cing Associations were conduct- were." said Fuller, "they could p. m.
Billie Carroll
4-7 ERA.
Pittsburgh, Veale 0-3 at At
But since McDowell has
ing an investigation into the have been There are a numBobbie Garrison
night, 8304
2.7
2-3,
Metro
P
hots,
given up three runs in his last
drugging at the request of the ber of things that were not as
Valada Stewart
54-10
p.
two starts, he quipped, "with
state stewards
we wished that they were."
Beauton Brandon
2-10
San Francisco, Sadecki 3-2 at
my three runs, they probably
In addition, Peter Fuller,'the "A Churchill Downs official
Doris Scarbrough
4-5
night,
2-4,
Dierker
Houston.
won't even let me back in the
owner of Dancer's Image, re- said that there was no security
Hilda Bennett
5-10 starting rotation now."
m.
8:30
p.
vealed upon his arrival home whatsoever at the track and
Top Ton Averaisits
at St
Jackson
0-0
York,
New
Margin is 2-3 with a 2.48
at Boston Tuesday night that that anybody on the backstretch
Bobbie Garrison
162
Louis, Carlton 2-1, night, 9 p
ERA and Siebert is 3-2 with a
he plans to conduct an inv
Could have done something to U.
Betty Dixon
152
3.24 ERA—the highes on the
gation
the horse," Fuller added.
Margaret Morton
144 team.
Philadelphia, Short 2-3 at CinBy FRED DOWN
tiearino Planned
the Cincinnati Reds 5-2, Mary Smith
deated
A Churchill Downs spokes- cinnati. Arrigo 2-1, night, &Oa
143
UPI Sports Writer
In the other American LeagFuller. and his trainer Lou man emphasised that the drug
the Atlanta Braves downed the
142
Leave it to the New York Pittsburgh Pirates 2-1, the Martha Alla
ue games, Detroit snapped BalCavalaris, upon whom falls the bend in the urine analysis "is p.m
Verona
Grogan
118
Games
Thursday's
Nets to come up with a rookie Houston Astros drubbed the
timore's eight-game winning
responsibility for the condition not a stimulant," that is, a
134
pitcher who is being nursed to San Francisco Giants 7-1 and Ona Birilsong
streak 2-1, Boston edged Washof horses he enters in a race. drug which would "pep up" a Los Angeles at Chiming
Glenda
Hill
133 ington 3-2, Minnesota
stsrdons on a bottle of pickle
were informed of the stewards keret to run better. However, Pittsburgh at Atlanta, fright
minied
the Los Angeles Dodgers acer- Peggy Tobey
Brine.
Oakland 2-1 and Chicago drubfindings Monday night and stars sae varinanan said it would San Fran at Houston, night
2-1
victory
over
the
Chied
Pat Scott
Cincinnati,
night
at
Phila.
chapanother
sounds
like
It
bed
California
6-4.
hearing
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be held no hem the effect of making a
told a
cago Cubs in other National
(Only games cheduled)
ter in the hilarious history of League games.
In the National League, New
later than next Monday.
bane run better because it
funny
to
it
isn't
the
Meta
but
York topped St. Louis 4-2, HouFuller, when asked if hell timid relieve him of any pkgs.
the
American
League,
In
the
American League
National League batters when
-elan beat San Francisco 7-1,
planned to retain
Cavalaria. Despite the turn of events,
nipped the BalHAWKS MOVE
W. L. Psi. GE , they face the blazing last balls Detroit Tigers
Philadelphia topped Cincinnati
said. "I'm not only going 118 Faller said he still planned to
the
Boston
Orioles
2-1,
Union
NEW YORK WS — The shift
of 22-year-old Nolan Ryan.
keep my trainer on, but d aims dart Dancer's Image in ths Halt/awe 15 7 .596 —
Red Sox edged the Washington of the Hawks franchise from 5-2, Atlanta nipped Pittsburgh
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15
9
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2
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6
body should suspend my trite.
3-2, the Cleveland In- St. Louis to Atlanta was unani- 2-1, and Los Angeles topped
Stakee. the ascend
13 11
-542 3% light-hander from Alvin, Tex., Senators
Sr. I plan to conduct an in- jewel in raeing's Triple Crown, Winn.
dians romped agairpt the New mously approved Tuesday by Chicago 2-1.
12
11
.522
4
,
Circe.
Ryan
has
caused
consternation
vestigation."
Rookie Tom Matchick slamYankees 8-0, the Minne- tthe National Basketball Associd Pimlico on May 18.
NM PLAN
COMPt81111
Oakland
12 12 500 4% among rival hitters while com- York
The Boston automobile deal
med a pinch double with two
sota Twins topped the Oak- iation's Board of Governors.
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5
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3-2
record,
striking
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out in the ninth to score DeChi.
Atheltics
2-1
and
the
land
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A Georgia group, beaded by
10 12 .455 5% out 44 batters in 35 innings
Bodge
do that anyway into Ms mit
cago White Sox defeated the former Gov. Carl Sanders, pur toll's only two runs as the Ti11 14 .440 6
and turning in a 1.03 earned California Angels 8-4.
gers edged Baltimore. Boos
ter, and offer a large financial
mei wan-cm mem NS
chased the team from Ben Ker- Powell homered in the last of
New Tort 10 15 .400 7
run average He was something
reward to find out who the inWhig Wins Third
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Memo
7 14 .333 8
ner last Saturday for an esti- the ninth with two out to give
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dividual or individuals were
Mike Ryan tripled home two mated $3.5 million.
Tuesday's Results
because blisters which developwho tampered with this horse."
the Orioles their only run. Micscored on a wild
Clekiend 8 New York 0, night ed on the middle finger of his runs and
The immediate effect ,of the.
key Lolioh got the victory.
during
a
three-run
sevenpitch
night
Date 2 Baltimore 1,
right hand prevented him from th-inning rally which brought
Yastrzensaki Scores
disqualification was to move
Beam 3 Wash. 2, night
pitching nine innings.
Slumping Cart Yastrzemaki,
Dancer's Image from first to
Rick
Wise
his
third
victory
for
Riassota 2 Oakland 1, night
Then Met trainer Gus Mauch
Last in the 14 horse field with
batting just .233, had two singthe Phillies Turk Farrell, takThersiiev, Way
Clamp
Calif. 4, night
remembered how he toughened
runner-up Forward Pass being
les and a walk as Boston topwith runners on secing
over
10:30.11 p. m.-11Dioson
leslay's Preheats Pitchers
the fingers of former New York ond and third none out in the
ped Washington. Yastrzeniski's
declared the official winner and doors .
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Boswell 3-2 at Yankee pitchers Hank Borowy
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seventh inning, shut out the
Hunter 24, 9 p m and Tom Morgan by bathing
Calumet Farm, given the 8122.run of a two-run third. Jose
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Reds the rest of the way
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Chicago. Carlos 1-2 at Cali their hands in pickle brine
500 first prise ad the 85
Santiago picked up his 12th
The Braves rallied to beat
p. a.—The Outdoors- farnit Wright 14, 11 p. in
Mauch bought a bottle of the
gold cup. All the other
the Pirates after Al McElean
HostodeStephenson 1-3 at stuff in a Bronx delicatessen
also moved up ow ankh la
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pitched a perfect game against
Washington. Bertana 0-1, 8:05 r and talked the young Texan them for 6 1-3 innings and a
the official malt
3431) p. m. NEIL Stanley
into trying the remedy
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no-hitter for 6 2-3 Felix KilCh. 5.
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Detroit, Wilson 2-4 at Haiti
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ian, who scored the Braves'
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The story seems headed for
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pi-wed Mckay Baby Ussery of 3-310 p
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hand
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in 8 1-3 innings to win his third
night when he pitched a threeHowever. those not affected
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hitter to beat the St. Louis
by the disqualification are any
San Francisco's Juan Mancha'
CHAMPION RETIRES
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Cardinals 4-1 for his first corn
persons who may have made a
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wager on the race According
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ues Ryan struck out eight
to racing rules, all bets stand
a perfect game before Rusty
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July 4. 11183
two of his three walks in the
tie's Hat. .
Zoilo Versalles scored one
petitive skiing.
game and Bob Tolan followed
run after a single and stolen
with a single
The Mets overcame the 1-0 base and tallied the other after
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the victory with t,..0 more runs Glenn Beckert doubled home
stands for Ns 1122ed Career
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Rookie Pitcher Nolan Ryan
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* TODAY thru SATURDAY *

The Secret War
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For Mother

LATE SHOW SAT II p.m.

MELINA MERCOURI ROMY SCHNEIDER PETER FINCH

"10:30PM.Summer"

—

ON HER DAY

Aillasall111111116h

Free Orchids
* LITTLETON'S

vs,

SETTLE WORKMAN CO.

at

Mothers Day Spedals

* BELK'S
Mothers and Grandmothers, pick up your free
orchid at Littleton's and Belk's, on the fashion

No.

floors.

Lingerie

Piece Goods

Sportswear

Gloves

Dresses

Costume

Jewelry
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Shoes
Hosiery

May 10th and 11th
Ladies Canvas
Footwear
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TIMES - MURRAY, KIINTUCKY

Thy
'I
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED:
through '84
need good
6887. after

ELECTROLUX SALES & Seri" viee. Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
M. Sanders Phone 3323176,
Lynnville, Ky
H-May-24-C
WANTED: Storage space for
personal possessions of two
MSU faculty members for summer months. Call 753-8587 or
753-7962.
11-10-P

WANTED: Secretary for permanent office employment. ComMAN to work at Co-Op feed min petent typing and dictation reand make deliveries. Apply * quire& Write letter of qualiperson at Calloway County Sal ficallbna to: Employment, P. 0.
Improvement Aasociation, In- Box 48, Murray. Kentucky.
TFC
M-10-P
dustrial Road, Murray.
HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
Volkswagen, '60
model. Does not
airengine. Call 753- 8' x 35' AMERICAN trailer,
753-7363.
4:00 a. in. M-10-P conditioner. Phone
May-30-P

NOTICE

WEDNESDAY - MAY 8, 1968

Field Goal Marks
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI)-Les
Selvage of the Anaheim Amigos set American Basketball
Association records by attempting 26 three-point field
goals and converting 10 of
them in a game against Denver

lhois
htif,
RiotRho'

last two
rom Lee

grand
ht a 13y punchthe An,t 6 1-3
t victory
Ellis
five-run
limaxed
took the

&

LAKE BARKLEY
ACREAGE
FOR SALE

2-BEDROOM brick home. Living room, dining room, den, and
attached garage. One block from
city park and shopping center
on Chestnut. Call 753-8251.
M-9-C
1967 HONDA, Model 90, 1,000
actual miles. Local, $350.00.
Parker Ford, used car departM-9-C
ment. Call 753-5273.

NEED SOMEONE experienced
in general office work, accounting -back ground preferred. Write P 0 Box 32-K, do
111414
Ledger & Times.

•
- 123 ACRES Approximately 3800
feet of deep water
front on Donaldson
Creek
Priced to Sell
550,000.00
or approximately
$400 per acre

WANTED: Man between 35 and
50 years of age, sober and reliable. Apply at Corvette Lanes
M-9-C
for an interview.

41 at Halftime
MINNEAPOLIS ( U P I) Larry Jones of the Denver
Rockets had the most impressive halftime production of any
player in the American Basketball Association when he
scored 41 points against OakMAN, age 18 through 33, sal- land last year
ary open. Murray Tire Mart,
East Main Street Apply in per- Rebouncler
son.
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI - Ira
Harge of Oakland picked off 32
rebounds against Pittsburgh
SERVICES OFFEZID
this year to set an American
Basketball Association siligle
MAINTENANCE Unlimited Jan- game record
itor Service, Commercial, Industrial, Residential, 492-8485.
-11-23-C

WANTED: One experienced
BRIDGESTONE, Model 90,
'THE ANTIQUE HOUSE":303 1987
body man, 45 hour work week,
actual miles, $275.00. Park300
East Main Street, opens Thurssix paid holidays. Kemp's Body
used car department.
CARD OF THANKS
S day, May 9 In addition to a er Ford,
Shop, 511 South 3rd, phone
753-5273.
Call
We wish to express our
11-9-C
wide collection of antiques, the
753-8195.
cere thanks and appreciation
"Antique House" will feature NEW 3-point 5 ft Cutter with
to all our many friends and
a selection of contemporary gift heavy gear box, stump jumper,
1 neighbors for their kindness
Items. "Vie buy, trade and sell"-§olid tail wheel $325.80 Also
contact:
andur mother.sympaty in our loss of
antiques."
M-8-C new 5' pull-type models used
models.
-type
pull
and
LUXURY ROOMS accommoda- pick-up
We especially thank Dr. Clark
Tractor Co Phone 753llons for husband and wife, for Vinston
and the nurses at the hospital.
June-8-C
. 4 wonderful fun-in-the-sun days, 4892.
We want to thank all thoae
and 3 thrilling and romantic UM VOLKSWAGEN, white
who sent food and-flowers.
- nights at the ocean-front in with red interior, perfect conThe family of Mrs.
Experience Not Necessary
Zeima Barnett Brown
glamorous Mikmi Beach. You dition, only 19,000 miles, 1,295.Call
Apply:
1TP
11-8-C
will be our glean at the elegant 00. Call 753-2216.
388- 7 6 0 5'
hotel SEVILLE, on the ocean
Ky.
Eddyville,
BOONE
Tractor
LAUNDRY
U
(
PrITSBURGH
tires.
I
P
•
USED
at 30th Street, or the beautiful NEW AND
service.
Pittsburgh players have won 20
14-9-C
DUNES Motel, on the ocean at flats repaired. Speedy
753National League batting titles
170th Street, Miami Beach. All Vinson Tractor Co., Phone
na
since 900-to p total for a NI,
J-8-C MIAINIgummeammi
this is given with the purchase 4892.
team
of 2 AUas tires or 1 complete
1965 CHEVROLET, Bel-Air, 6DIAMONDS are a girl's best cylinder, straight shift, 34,000
tuneup. 4th an t Maple Stand-until she finds Blue
miles. Local car. Phone 753- I
ard, *cruse from post office friend
Lustre for cleaning carpets. 5788 after 5 p. m.
M-9-C
Rent electric shampooer $1.
M-11-C 10' x 57' MOBILE Home. TwoWANDA ROBINSON is now em- Big K.
bedrooms, utility room with
ployed at Florene's Beauty Shop
Pontiac.
BONNEVILLE
1963
new washer and dryer. Excellent
air
In Hazel. She invites all her
,
factory
Full power,
condition. Green Acres Trailer
friends to call for an appointtires. Excellent condition. ticBest
ikc Court, North. 16th Extended.
ment
/11-10-P
753-6123.
offer. CAT ._ __ _ Call 753-8402.
MS-C
_____
BY OWNER: A new quality NICE '64 CHEVROLET, 3400r
brick house featuring 3 bed- hard -top. Phone 753-8426 after
rooms, family room, kitchen, 6:00 p. m.
111-13-P
Story Avenue at 12th Street
Pi deluxe tile baths, built-in
Telephone 753-6787
appliances, carpeting, nice clos- 1968 HONDA 160 Scrambler,
M-9-C
ets, central heat, utility, living $500.00. Call 753-1655.
room, carport, and complete
STEREO, 50 watt
LESSONS ONLY
yard. Must be seen to apprec- COMPONENT
amplifier and Utah 12" speakMAS at
M-9-C
753-3903.
Call
iate.
ers. $200. Two angler models;
1966 14 Ft TOLARCRAFT boat drums, cheap, 811 Vine St
ALL SET
M-0-P
with 6 horse Evinrude motor. Phone 753-7476.
M-9-C
AftFELL5
mt?
Call 753-6010.
To
REArte
1968 ZIG-ZAG Sewing Machine,
.
GREAT:
h-WIT,C44Atle
WARD AND ELKINS Service Monograms, buttonholes, hems,
7
truck, 1962 Ford pick-up Has fancy designs, etc. NSW guaranfactory built parts racks. Will tee. Assume final 7 mments
JOE FORSEE
make a good service truck or of $6.1* /ler month Ciii 753
instructor
m 13-C
6561.
farm truck. Call 753-1705
M-0-C
cabin
block
concrete
5-ROOM
between
AUCTION SALE: Saturday, May on Kentucky Lake,
Sign t'p Now For
.
and Lynnburat Re
11, 10:00 a. m., selling the aing Cobb
adjoining.
lot
extra
Sungmer Session
aorta.
Effie
Mrs.
of
Has
household goods
?NONE 7$3-7575
level home
Adams and Mrs. Lula Robert- Ideal for future split
and can be used
cottage,
tic
or
the
across
eon at their home
a fishing cabin
road from Preb Adams' farm immediately as Telephone
753
Located 4 miles northeast of priced um.
M-10-P
Coldwater on the old Cooks
store and Asbury Cemetery
- ,E-A•ai/zCall 436-3470
Road This will be s big sale BEAGLE Puppies.
M-14-C
m.
Lots of nice modern furniture after 5:00 p
More than usual. Antique fur- 1961 VALIANT, in good conniture, cut glass, china, color. dition. Call 753-7875.
M-10-C
ed glass and antiques of all
kinds. Don't miss this good CERTIFIED Soy Bean seeds.
sale. Sale by Otto Chester Auc- Hood, Dare, Clark-63, Inoculation Service, Lynn (rove. Ky. tion and Moly-Mixed Murray
THEY WON'T LEAVE
11P Warehousing Corporation, Inc.,
Call 435-4042.
Old Concord Road. Phone 753ON THEIR OWN
and
clubs
self
BEN HOGAN
Hid-10-C
=20.
mini
gives
massager,
cart. Belt
TERMITES
Call
in
condition.
home
BUILT
QUALITY
good
A
massage,
Go right on eating if you
Keeneland Subdivision, featur753-5409.
ignore them The answer.
ing three bedrooms, carpeting
BOAT. 14 Ft Speedliner. 25 throughout, central heat and
Pees Cosstrell
horse Johnson. and real good air-conditioning, 2 complete
trailer, cheap See Otto Ches bathrooms. Very tastefully deLocally owned and operatter at Lynn Grove or call 435 corated and priced at a bared for 30 years We can be
1W-10-1'
4042.
reached 24 hours a day
gain, $20,500-00.
MODERN DESIGN, 2-bedroom
tractor
FARMALL
"A"
- IF IT'S A PEST CALL US • SUPER
near the South
5 pieces equipment Excellent brick, located
Pnene 751-1014
Wain Killebrew, Side Shopping Center This apcondition
Member Chamber of
has an entry hall,
Latham, Tenn. Phone 799-4265, pealing home
Commerce and Builders
11-10-P large closets, electric log fireAssociation. LCP-195
place, outside storage and a
COMPLETELY equipped mov- concrete driveway, real nice
lot. Owner is moving from
ing van. Phone 753-7271
11-26-NC Murray.
-- A ONE-BEDROOM brick home
DRESSES, size 14 and 16. Call on Highway 299, near Stella.
M-9-C Located on nice lot and all
753-3486.
furniture included for just
'54 CHEVROLET, 6-cylinder, $6,850.00.
straight shift, good shape me- WE INVITE you to contact us
UW8.04 100 SO. 130. 61.
chanically. Has new rear main anytime, day or night, or come
H-13-C seal. Call 753-6287.
M-9-P by our office and discuss the

Young-Oates
Realtors

HELP 1VANTED
Shirt Presser

HOMES

---

As Low as '475.00 Down
'86.27 Monthly (plus tales & ins.)
Johnson Bros. Construction Co., Inc.

Be Popular!
.IPlay A Guitar!

f

Peanuts*
GIME

LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV

HAS NEW HEART The eighth
heart transplant operation in
-history was performed on
Joseph Riser I above l, 40,
Salinas. Calif., by surgeons
at the Palo Alto-Stanlo•-d
Hospital.
The heart was
taken from an anonymous

donor who suffered irreversible brain d.tm;,ge

Sets Precedent
AMARILLO, Tex (UPI) Mary Roaebrook, a member of
the 1067-48 George West, Tex.,
High School girls basketball
team, has been named the outstanding high school basketball
player in Texas-first time a
girl has won the award

Tops in Grand Slams
ATLANTA (UPI• - Hank
Aaron, outfielder for the At;
lanta Braves, leads active mitJor league players in production of grand gam home runi
with a total of 11.
The First
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
custom of throwing out th#
first ball at opening day major
league baseball games fn the
nation's capital was inaugurated in 1910 by President Wileiam Howard Taft

Tess as 11th
BOSTON (UPI) - Boston's
17arl Yastrxemaki became the
11th player in major league
history to win baseball's coveted triple crown when he led
The presidential wife who
the American League in batting and runs batted in and died at the earliest age was the
tied for the home run leader first Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt,
who was 22 at her death.
ship in 1967.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Through
4-Scatter
5-Condensad
mentor*
12-Fraft eggs
13-Talk ofly
144nlet
15-Fisk hawk
17-Candles
19-Gram
20-Peels
21-Girl's name
23-Ecpsality
24-Slme
27-Slud
21140ournful
211-Weed nymph
30-Earth goddess
31-lawnel
32-Possiessos
33-Preta. down
34-Gowntry of
Swope
3111-Edge
37-Pronoun
119-Dninhard
404111% et Zeus
41-Fawy
43-aeckyhal
44-Looked at
intently
46-1ledge
cutters
40-Sodsien
chloride
50-Chowe part
52-Confederate
S3=live
pronoun
54-Lanper
SIS-Rerer in Wales
DOWN

1411 how et
2-Daent axiom

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzi•
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000 a-40000000
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Ofici r1111.1E11301113r3
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G1100ocoaoan L3C13
NO q00 WIN
CILIUCIAM Eno
Jr!rL .11S7,

3-Runws
4-Barracuda
SIM with lever
6-Sun god
7-Essience
tune
&Period
9-Stylish (collect
10-Goddess of
healing
11 Existed
16-Beam
111-Noblernen
20-Cushion
21-Any seemingly
occult power
12 Ruued
mountain
crest
23-Strobs
25-Lowest pant
26-Dropsy
25-Vessels curved
planking
29-Obstruct
31•Gliaikra

32 Strike
3S-11eaminly
betrlia
36 Fish •Ei•
37-04orbinger
39-Mo..
sidewise
40-Garden tool
42-Want

43-Pronoun
44-Greek letter
45-Consurne
46-ktirstc as
errrtten
47-Female ruff
411-00serms
51-Prefix:
not
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111111111111111M111111111111111
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MEE
Mill11111111111N1M1111111114
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by Um

estate

y

ica tea, ne.

by Charles M. Schulz
IF 5HE 5A4/S iT AGAIN, I'LL
SCREAM ...I KNOW GE'S JUST
(LAING TO 5Ale IT,,, 4E ..

eilcowN

CATCH A GOOD
GAME",DEAR HEART"!

f

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

5279

NEXT
MORNING

RID OF
PESTS

W-S

-•

•

v. I.. 0 B .61 OP - AA •••••41141
•
'4 lov 5'••• 0.0••• 1..4111.,ow

Abbe 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
I RECOGNIZED ADELE
BUT
MU.. CUT THERE
WHO WAS THAT
GORGEOUS MAN
WITH HER?

FLU'S PFS
101TROL

THURSDAY NIGHT
MIXED DOUBLES BOWLERS
will meet
Thursday, May 9th
at 7 p.m.
at

CORVETTE LANES
for the purpose of forming
Summer League
All interested bowlers are invited.
•

purchasing or selling of your
Real Estate
TUCKKR REALTY & INS CO.,
502 Maple Street, Murray, Esse
tuck', Phone 7534342, Donald
& Pearl T. Tucker, Home
Phone 753-5020, Bobby Grogan,
H-1TC
Home Phone 753-4IF78.
LOST & FOUND
LOST-3-po(nt draw bar hitch.
Lost in vicinity of 641 by-pass.
MOT
Reward. Call 7534785.
WANTED TO RENT

Lil' Abner

by AI Caw:

-----(FIX
THE
LIGHTS!!

(NEVER MIND
THE CH IT- CHAT!!

(

ROLLTHE CAMERAS
HE'S NEVER HAD ,

WANT To RENir about June
1, 3-bedroom house close to
school. Call 7535657 after 5
M - 13-C
P. m•

A MORE 10FAVEMIN
EXPRESSION!!

FOB ILINT
FOR RENT OR SALE, 1-bedroom house trailer, available
Call 753-8291 after 5:00
p. m.

'saw.

FURNISHED 1-bedroom, extra
nice apartment. Air-conditioned,
garbage disposal. No children
P
or pets. Call 753.1294 M

•••

•
•I

6/GG LE P.F
NATURALLY!? -I
HE"5 /04.4104' •

1

;
- it

- .-,,47.--.'",7,
1.
11 7.

.
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JIM ADAMS BA

Northside
Shopping
Center

Nortfiside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Tuesday, May 14th, 1968

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITY

L.S. Choice

SIRLOIN STEAK

b. 99c

T-BONE STEAK 1- ill

$109

MATCHLESS BACON

lb.49c

MINUTE STEAKS

2,-(h. Each

PIMENTO CHEESE
lb.

HAM SALAD
..„ 71).
Smith's Eggs

MYER iSPIEI\ 1.
!illICRIN t• sir.
HEID 8 SPOULDEFS

r

\ CP )1

I.G.A.

i 2-oz. can

PICNICS

10 for $1.00
49c

R-Oz. Cup
•4101(1 ‘1%1)1
( up

49c
!ilia Nom '\ S[ V[ ROW
1'6'1 11

OBS

3 doz.

LI,.1110 LUX
LIQUIll SWAN!
1‘,R sit 1

Blackberry
Preserves

KRAUT

Gallon

12 for 99c

BREMNER'S

Jumbo Pies

NO

88
DETERGENT
ab Large ...;11,•

F

— (Cic off)

blie

off)

43.•

KR AFT

Spaghetti
Dinners

. . NO 55.90 FORCED PURCHASES '

I.C.A.SNO-KREEM

FROSTY ACRES
FRozr- N

g. - Box of 1 2
)1 i
, 111

3199c

389c
SUGAR

ALL BRANDS 8-oz. can

Baby
Food

5-Lb. Bag - Onl‘

WITH PURCHASE OF
4 LIGHT BULBS

BISCUITS
Strawberries

25`•

()r-.1114c-P1flt apple •
()range.. rat we'

NO COUPONS

Orange Juice

Box of 12

TNN.

-- Pkg.' of 8

with meat
39c
49c •
F it 4
JUST LOW PRICES
Drinks
KOTEX
Shortening
NO STAMPS . . .

10 FOR

29

17c

29c

o. 300 Can

Pork&
Beans

iokt: of 12

-- 112: off) hie 14

PUREX
BLEACH

SOFT DRINK

4

Southern Star

li(tr

..,„ 69'
89c

11 131111Tf ir
NOXZEll I SKI\ CR

SHOWBOAT

WEDNESDAY — MAY 81968

KENTUCKY

SUNK NT

}

CABBAGES

LEMONS

V.

FsH

CELERY

GERBER

FRESH,CRISP

CARROTS

9c
39c
25c
19c
STORE OPEN 24 Hours DAILY - CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS I G A It's the total on the tape that counts!
Dozen

